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POSTAL AUCTION 

Closing Friday, 24th January 2014 at 5.00pm

Terms and Conditions of Sale
1. Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the description of lots but we hereby give notice 

that all statements, whether spoken or written, are those of opinion only and we do not hold ourselves 
liable for any errors or omissions. Obvious defects will be noted and unless stated otherwise, all items 
are considered by us to be in at least good to very good condition. Customers are reminded that 
certain lots may be fragile due to their age, wear, etc. When handling such material on viewing day at 
Derby, you are asked to treat it  with the utmost care and attention. 

2. Carriage and packing will be charged extra at cost (subject to a minimum charge of £3). Items will 
be sent by Royal Mail. If requested on the bidding form, we will dispatch items by Special Delivery 
(with insurance up to £2,500) or Recorded Delivery (without compensation). It is also possible to 
insure items dispatched by Royal Mail Standard Parcels. All additional costs for these services will be 
passed on to the purchaser via the invoice. We always obtain a Certificate of Posting, but do not hold 
ourselves liable for loss or damage in transit once items have been handed over to Royal Mail.

3. Bids should be made on the Bidding Form (yellow) provided with the catalogue. The Bidding Form 
may also be downloaded from the website.

4. All lots in this section carry a reserve which is published and in all cases will be no less than a 
minimum of £5.  Bids may be for any amount in whole pounds (pence will be ignored) and the highest 
bidder on any lot will be successful. The amount of the bid paid by the successful bidder, which will 
be at one bidding step above the previous highest bidder, will be determined by bid increments as 
defined in the following scale:

  Value of Bid Increment Value of Bid Increment
  Up to £10 £1 Between £100 and £500 £10
   Between £10 and £30 £2 Between £500 and £1000 £20
  Between £30 and £100 £5 Over £1000 £50
 Please note that any bids received that do not conform to the increments shown in this table will be 

rounded up to the next legal bid above.
 When there is only one bid at or above the reserve, the bidder will pay the reserve price. In the case of 

equal highest bids, the lot will go to the first bid received. Any unsold lots will be available to buyers for 
a period of 10 days after the auction at the reserve price on a “first come, first served” basis. Please 
contact Brian Moakes if you wish to make such an offer (BrianMoakes@aol.com or 01234 391459).

5. Bidders may indicate on the Bidding Form if they want to limit their overall spend. In this event, and 
unless we are instructed to the contrary, the order in which the bids are entered on the Bidding Form 
will be assumed to be the order of priority for the purpose of applying the overall limit.

6. If bidders wish to make conditional bids (e.g. if unsuccessful with Lot XX then please bid on Lot 
YY etc.), please append your instructions clearly on a separate sheet attached to the Bidding 
Form. Please note we cannot accept “accumulator” bids whereby the unspent portion of one bid is 
transferred to another to bolster that bid.

7. A Buyer’s Premium of 12% (including VAT) will be raised on all items at the time of settlement.
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8. There are two methods of payment:
 (i)  You may enclose with the Bidding Form a signed cheque made payable to “Great Central 

Railwayana Ltd” (please do not abbreviate) with the amount left blank, and endorsed “Not To Exceed 
£XXX” where XXX is the total of all your bids (or your spending limit) plus 12% Buyer’s Premium 
(including VAT) and an allowance for packing and carriage. Please do not forget to sign your cheque! 
Your cheque will be returned if you are completely unsuccessful, otherwise we will enter on the cheque 
the amount due and an invoice will be enclosed with the lots you have successfully purchased.

 (ii)   We also accept valid credit and debit cards in payment for items bought, but we will levy a 
transaction charge of 2% (in addition to all other charges) for credit card purchases. No charge is 
made for debit card purchases. You must indicate on the Bidding Form if you wish to pay by this 
method. Your card details should be entered on the Bidding Form.

9. Special Note to Vendors: The commission rates for Postal Auction sales are as shown on the 
Auction Entry Form which must be completed when entering items for auction. Payment will be made 
to vendors within 10 days of the sale. It is the vendor’s responsibility to clear any unsold lots after the 
auction at their own expense by arrangement with us. Any lots not so cleared within 9 months of the 
auction date, may be disposed of and the proceeds donated to charity.

Purchasing an Unsold Lot after an Auction
If a sale lot fails to attract a valid bid by the closing date of a Postal Auction, it will be 
shown as unsold in the Auction Results (available via the sheffieldrailwayana.co.uk  

and gcrauctions.com websites). Any such unsold lots will be available to buyers for a 
period of 10 days after the auction at the reserve price on a “first come, first served” 
basis. Please contact Brian Moakes to check if the lot is still available and to state 

your interest in aquiring it. 
Email: BrianMoakes@aol.com, or telephone 01234 391459

Great Central Railwayana Ltd
14 School Street, Woodford Halse, Daventry, Northants. NN11 3RL

 Company Reg. No. 5405235   VAT Reg. No. 864 7353 93
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Lots 1 - 136: Books, General
1 HARDBACK BOOK "American Railroad Manual". 720pp railway directory type publication 

showing history and maps of the railroad companies. Published by the American Railroad Manual 
Company in 1874. Covers rubbed. £10

2 SALWEY E.R. "Light Railways as a Practical Means of Exploration". Hardback, 109pp plus 
adverts, published by Spon in 1890. Covers rubbed. £10

3 EARLY GUIDE BOOK "Panorama of Manchester and Railway Companion" published by J.Everett 
in 1834. 254pp plus fold out map, rebound into modern hardback covers. £10

4 DRAKE'S "Road Book of the Grand Junction Railway". Hardback with title in gold on front, 300pp 
including adverts, fold out map missing, circa 1837. Faults and annotations to front end pages, 
slight cover wear. £10

5 MORTON & CO published hardback book "Illustrated & Descriptive Guide to the Great Railways 
of England". 392pp in clothbound covers with title in gold on front. Dated 1885. Spine faded. £10

6 LIST & INDEX SOCIETY privately published hardback book "Volume 246 British Transport 
Historical Records Office Library 1694 - 1982". 493 typescript pages published 1991. £10

7 TWO VOLUME work "The Railways of Great Britain - A Historical Atlas" by Colonel Michael 
H.Cobb. Green hardback covers in green slipcase, 600+pp, first edition published by Ian Allan in 
2003. VGC. £30

8 LEWIN H.G: "Early British Railways - a short history of their origin & development 1801-1844". 
Hardback, 202pp plus fold out maps, published by LPC in 1925. Slight cover wear. £10

9 CHAKRA N: "Terence Cuneo - The Railway Painter of The Century". Hardback with dust jacket 
and in slipcase. 160pp published by New Cavendish Books in 1990. £10

10 HARDBACK BOOK "Modern Railway Signalling" by Tweedie & Lascelles. 257pp published by 
Gresham Publishing circa 1920s. Some cover wear. £10

11 SAM FAY: "A Royal Road - Being The History of the LSWR". Hardback, 138pp published 1883. 
Slight cover wear, a few pencil annotations. £10

12 GREAT CENTRAL RAILWAY official hardback publication "Per Rail" published 1913. 238pp, only 
one map present. £10

13 OUP published hardback book "Speeding North with the Royal Scot - a day in the life of a 
locomotive man" by Driver LA Earl. 152pp including list of loco names and line guide. Published 
in 1939. Plus The Times Newspaper published hardback book "LMS Railway Centenary". 199pp 
published 1938. Wear and faults to dust jacket. (2) £10

14 BOUND VOLUME of "The Railway Engineer -a monthly review". Volume VI dated 1885. 356pp 
plus several fold out diagrams in modern part leather bound hardback covers. Good condition. £10

Viewing
All the lots in this Postal Auction catalogue will be on view at the live Great Central Railwayana 

Auction at Stoneleigh Park, Warwickshire, CV8 2LZ on Saturday 18th January from 
8:00am to 1:00pm. Directions are shown at the back of the catalogue.

Completed bidding forms may be sent to the address shown on the form at any time before the 
closing date/times. They may also be handed over to the stewards on duty in the viewing 
room at Stoneleigh if desired (together with a “Not To Exceed” cheque or debit/credit card 

details in accordance with Condition 8 on the previous page).

The Postal Auction section will close promptly at 5:00pm on Friday 24th January.

Please note: The price shown in italics against each lot is the reserve or starting price. 
Please note also: Bids received that do not conform to the increments shown in our Terms & 

Conditions (Section 4) will be rounded up to the next legal bid above.
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15 WIENER L "Passenger Tickets". Hardback, 300+pp published by The Railway Gazette circa 
1940s. Some cover wear. £10

16 RAYNAR WILSON H: "Mechanical Railway Signalling". Hardback, 193pp, second edition 
published by The Railway Engineer circa 1910. Some spine wear. £10

17 HARDBACK BOOK "Modern Railway Signalling" by Tweedie & Lascelles, 259pp published by 
Blackie & Sons in 1925. Covers rubbed and spine a little worn. Some foxing. £10

18 American Technical Society published HARDBACK BOOK "Cyclopedia of Engineering" volume 
3 containing railway related sections. 503pp published 1915. £10

19 THE RAILWAY NEWS. Bound volume of "The Jubilee of the Railway News 1864 - 1914". 400+pp 
bound, maintaining original card covers, into green clothbound hardback covers with title on 
spine. Wear and faults to original covers. £10

20 CASSELL'S OFFICIAL GUIDE TO THE MIDLAND RAILWAY dated 1912. Red clothbound 
hardback covers showing coat of arms, 474pp plus fold-out maps. Good condition. £10

21 CASSELL'S OFFICIAL GUIDE TO THE LNWR dated 1886. Red clothbound hardback covers 
showing coat of arms in gold on front, 380pp plus adverts and fold-out map. Map in front pocket 
missing. Some spine wear. £10

22 CASSELL'S OFFICIAL GUIDE TO THE LBSCR dated 1914. Red clothbound hardback covers 
showing coat of arms, 352pp plus fold-out maps. Minor wear. £10

23 CASSELL'S OFFICIAL GUIDE TO THE SECR dated 1900. Red clothbound hardback covers 
showing view of Canterbury Cathedral, 418pp plus fold-out maps. Faults and fading to spine. Paul 
Edwards library label inside front cover. £10

24 CASSELL'S OFFICIAL GUIDE TO THE SER dated 1893. Red clothbound hardback covers 
showing view of Canterbury Cathedral, 418pp plus fold-out maps. Spine faded, scratching to 
cover. Paul Edwards library label inside front cover. £10

25 MEASOM'S OFFICIAL ILLUSTRATED GUIDE to the GER (Cambridge Line). 401pp without 
adverts plus fold out map, hardback covers, circa late 1850s. Later rebinding, modern dedication 
on front end page. £10

26 MEASOM'S OFFICIAL ILLUSTRATED GUIDE to the LNWR. 384pp without adverts, hardback 
covers, circa late 1850s. Covers a little worn. £10

27 MORTON'S ILLUSTRATED GUIDE TO THE LNWR. Lilac coloured paperback covers with 
illustration of Euston arch. 30pp plus adverts, dated 1880. Disbound causing spine damage. £10

28 LOCAL civil engineers published 8pp booklet "Report on the Practicality of Forming the Trunk 
Line of Railway from Newcastle to Berwick by way of Alnwick". Dated 1845. £10

29 TUCK'S RAILWAY SHAREHOLDER'S MANUAL. First edition dated 1845. Clothbound hardback 
covers with title on front, 120pp. Covers rubbed. £10

30 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY MANUAL, SHAREHOLDER'S GUIDE AND DIRECTORY dated 1873. 
Green coloured clothbound hardback covers with title in gold on front and spine, 545pp plus fold 
out maps (small tears to some). Bindings loose. £10

31 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY MANUAL, SHAREHOLDER'S GUIDE AND DIRECTORY dated 1912. 
Green coloured clothbound hardback covers with title in gold on front and spine, 670pp plus fold 
out maps. Bindings loose. £10

32 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY MANUAL, SHAREHOLDER'S GUIDE AND DIRECTORY dated 1916. 
Green coloured clothbound hardback covers with title in gold on front and spine, 687pp plus fold 
out maps (small tears to some). £10

33 KELLY AND CO published "Post Office Railway Directory for 1847". Hardback, 373pp list of 
shareholders of the various railway companies. Possibly a later rebinding. £10

34 THE RAILWAY & COMMERCIAL GAZETTEER 19th edition dated 1938. Hardback, clothbound 
covers, 724pp. Good condition. £10

35 THE IRISH COMMERCIAL & RAILWAY GAZETTEER compiled by J Leggatt, dated 1914. 
Hardback, 98pp, spine and edges of covers faded. £10
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36 PARIS, LYON AND MEDITERRANEAN RAILWAY published hardback book "Agenda 1926". 
Decorative covers showing company coat of arms, 275pp guide and diary pages with colour 
plates. Covers rubbed and bindings loose, some annotations to diary pages, one page at end 
detached. £10

37 SHAW'S "Official Tourists' Picturesque Guide to the London & North Western Railway". 660pp 
plus fold out maps. Bound into more recent hardback covers with title on spine. Circa 1875. One 
plate torn and partially missing. Covers faded. £10

38 HARDBACK BOOK "Mountain Moor and Loch" illustrated by 'Pen and Pencil' on the route of the 
West Highland Railway. 179pp in red clothbound covers, second edition published by Causton 
and Sons in 1895. Spine faded. £10

39 EASTERN COUNTIES RAILWAY bound volume of director's reports and accounts covering the 
period between 1852 and 1862. 200+pp in hardback covers. Covers poor with missing spine, 
contents OK. £80

40 NER landscape format hardback book "Principal Classes Of Locomotive Engines. Gateshead 
Works". Clothbound covers with title in gold on front, 60+pp of information and plates. Dated June 
1899. £30

41 NER. Ledger type bound volume of agreements between various companies and the NER. Fifty 
agreements (some with plans) dated 1912. Later covers added for protection. £10

42 NER. Ledger type bound volume of agreements between various companies and the NER. Fifty 
agreements dated 1917. £10

43 MIDLAND RAILWAY ledger type foolscap sized volume of "Engineer's Report on Private Bills in 
Parliament session 1910". Red, clothbound hardback covers with title in gold on front, 112pp of 
reports and plans. VGC. £10

44 MIDLAND RAILWAY typescript document "Superheating and Mechanical Lubrication on Midland 
Engines". Foolscap sized, cloth covers, 5 pages plus 3 diagrams. Dated March 1922. £10

45 GER bound volume of evidence, summing up and verdict in the case of Gladley versus the GER. 
Foolscap sized, leather bound hardback covers with title in gold on the front, 170pp dated 1902. 
Covers very poor. £10

46 GNR leather bound hardback book "GNR Loop Line (Enfield to Stevenage) Reg. Nos. 1 to 100". 
Approx 100 handwritten pages detailing land costs to the company. Well used condition. £10

47 Handwritten ledger of SECR and LCDR records compiled by Arthur Earle Edwards detailing 
locos, carriages, wagons, brake vans and miscellaneous information. Approx 100 pages in worn 
hardback covers. £10

48 Three HULL & BARNSLEY RAILWAY specification booklets for various rolling stock including 
bogie corridor carriages, 20 ton brake vans, 15 ton coal wagon. Plus two similar HB&WRJR&DC 
examples for covered goods wagons, 10 ton open goods wagons. Each 15 - 21pp dated 1902 - 
1910. (5) £10

49 Four EAST COAST JOINT STOCK specification booklets for various rolling stock including third 
class dining saloon, first class sleeping saloon, third class corridor carriage, kitchen carriage. 
Each 19 - 21pp containing specification and tender form. Dated 1892 - 1893. (4) £10

50 LYNTON AND BARNSTAPLE RAILWAY sales folder for the freehold properties that formerly 
belonged to the railway. Card folder containing information on six, mostly station house properties 
from various points on the line, to be auctioned October 7th 1938. Complete with plans of the 
locations. Covers detached at rusty staples. £10

51 Bound volume of AGREEMENTS between the East and West India Dock Company and the 
LT&SR. Smaller sized volume in leather bound hardback covers with title in gold on front, 43pp 
plus several plans on linen, dated 1908. Covers a little rubbed but generally OK. £40

52 L&YR Engineer's Office, Manchester drawing showing 7 types of standard cast iron notices. 18" 
x 14", dated 1903. Folded, tape repairs, worn. £10

53 LNER staff instructions for the introduction of the Silver Jubilee train from Newcastle to King's Cross 
in September 1935. 8 foolscap typescript pages detailing times, formation, seat reservations, etc. 
£10
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54 LNER. File of correspondence and internal documents relating to the seat reservations on the 
Silver Jubilee train. Many referring to the 'new' service. Includes copies of letters from Dean & 
Dawson, Thomas Cook etc. Dated 1935 - 37. £50

55 FILE of correspondence relating to the use of Pullman cars on the Eastern Belle and continental 
tour trains in 1936. Headed letters from the Pullman Car Company and the LNER noted. £10

56 BOUND VOLUME of "Principal and Supplemental Agreements between the Railway Executive 
and the Pullman Car Company". Foolscap sized, hardback clothbound covers, 10pp plus copies 
of accompanying letters. Dated January 1953. £10

57 LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK. Clothbound soft covers with title in gold on front, 
267pp, published by LPC in 1920. £10

58 CLC 28 page typescript document "Re-signalling. Manchester Central to Cornbrook - tender, 
conditions and specification". Card covers, foolscap sized, dated August 1934. Covers dusty. £10

59 SR spring binder containing 30+ pages of carbon copies of information relating to damage and fire 
fighting procedures as the result of enemy air raids. Gives contact details and repair procedures. 
Most dated 1940. £10

60 APPROX 100+ copies of letters, reports, etc, many relating to wartime activities. Plus SR 
merchandise card listing towns from and to which merchandise can be sent. Two fold thin card 
circa late 1920s. £10

61 GWR book of locomotive diagrams. Smaller sized, brown clothbound hardback covers containing 
100+ pages of diagrams. Amended up to mid 1950s. Spine worn. £10

62 GWR book of "Gradient Diagrams". Landscape format folder containing over 200 diagrams. Circa 
1930s. £10

63 GWR 17pp booklet "Air Raid Precautions Scheme - Paddington to Westbourne Park". Dated 
September 1938. £10

64 LMS Western Division ledger type foolscap sized book "List of Joint Lines & Station Settlements". 
50+ typescript pages listing ownership, rent, expenditure, etc at various stations. Green 
clothbound hardback covers with title on front. Dated 1923. £10

65 LMS hardback book "Handbook of Statistics 1937". Clothbound covers with title and coat of arms 
on front. 288pp, amendments added. £10

66 LMS report "Engine Tests on the Western A Division (Carlisle & Preston) - 4-6-0 Northern Division 
Engine". Cloth covers, 11 typescript pages plus diagrams. Dated June 1926. £10

67 LMS report "Tests of Engines on the Midland Division (Toton & Brent)" using 0-8-0 and 0-6-0 
freight engines. Cloth covers, 11 typescript pages plus diagrams. Dated September 1925. £10

68 LMS report "Dynomometer Car Test Derby - St.Pancras class 5X 4-6-0 engine No.5654 standard 
& with valve pilot". Card covers, 5 typescript pages plus tables and diagrams. Dated January 
1939. £10

69 GWR & LMS joint Royal Train notice re trains from Slough to Birkenhead and Shrewsbury and 
return on 6th & 7th November 1940. 24pp, slightly rusty staples removed. £10

70 GWR Royal Train notice re trains from Slough to Shrewsbury and return on 17th & 18th December 
1940. 22pp. £10

71 BR(W) Royal Train notice re trains from Paddington to Newton Abbot, Dorchester West and 
Southern region on 1st - 3rd July 1952. 23pp. £10

72 BR(W) Royal Train notice re train from Paddington to Solihull and Leamington Spa and return on 
10th & 11th March 1954. 9pp. £10

73 HOUSE OF COMMONS ledger type bound volume of the 1844 Commons reports on railways. 
200+pp plus various diagrams and maps covering statistical returns, accidents, new openings, 
etc. Foolscap sized in part leather bound covers. Covers rubbed but generally good condition. £10

74 HMSO published "Report of the Commissioners of Railways 1847". 223pp in blue paperback 
covers. Spine missing, bindings loose. £10

75 HMSO published "Report of the Commissioners of Railways for the year 1850". 365pp in blue 
paperback covers. Includes report and several pages of plans and diagrams followed by many 
pages showing correspondence to the commission. £10
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76 HMSO published "Report to the Lords of the Committee of Privy Council for Trade and Foreign 
Plantations of the proceedings of the department relating to Railways for the year 1854". 231pp 
in blue paperback covers. Spine poor. £10

77 HMSO published "Report to the Lords of the Committee of Privy Council for Trade and Foreign 
Plantations of the proceedings of the department relating to Railways for the year 1855". 194pp 
in blue paperback covers. £10

78 SET OF TEN COLOUR PLATES given away in Modern Boy Magazine in 1931. Contained in 
original folder with list of contents on front. VGC. £10

79 LNER Southern Area foolscap sized notice "Train Control System, Doncaster District". 10pp 
detailing the extension of the Doncaster Train Control system. Dated July 1925. Some foxing. £10

80 LMS large sized certificate as awarded to staff having attended classes for instruction in train 
signalling by block telegraph. Gold and blue print with company coat of arms and name in scroll 
at top. Dated 1933. £10

81 SR foolscap sized 1pp instruction No.3a of 1947 re "exchange of engines on the Devon Belle 
passenger trains at Wilton". Plus end of collection selection of booklets and ephemera including 
SR engine head signals, LNER forms of examination, Sydenham & Co published Nameplates of 
Southern Locomotives, etc. (Qty) £10

82 GER book of distances between stations on other companies' lines and junctions with the GER. 
Large sized ledger type book, 241pp, ex Hopton station, 1893. Well used. Plus a quantity of LNER 
paperwork relating to goods station accounting. Ex Oulton Broad. £10

83 GCR large sized notice (or small sized poster) showing the operation of the "Minimax" fire 
extinguisher. 20" x 12" dated 1914. Folded. £10

84 GWR "Report of test of ATC apparatus modified to give a third audible signal". Card covers, 
foolscap sized, 8 typescript pages plus 8 pages of illustrations and diagrams. Dated July 1946. 
£10

85 GWR 44pp handbill type booklet "August Bank Holiday 1939 - Alteration and Suspension of 
Passenger Trains and additional train arrangements". Blue print, tear to front cover. Plus GWR 
instruction book No.31 "Loading of Parcels, Parcel Post etc Traffic from West of England and 
South Wales to LMS system". 42pp dated 1946. (2) £5

86 GWR notice Z/3 "Instructions and point to point times for the working of ambulance & casualty 
evacuation trains also list of hospitals and ambulance railheads". Card covers, 48pp dated May 
1944. £10

87 BRITISH TRANSPORT HOTELS EXECUTIVE bound volume of minutes of meetings held 
between July 1948 and December 1949. 100+ foolscap sized typescript pages in clothbound 
hardback covers. £10

88 BR(E) folder of information detailing stock formation of suburban services from Liverpool St 
including Ilford, Buntingford, Hertford, Woolwich and Ipswich services. 50+ typescript pages in 
spring folder. Circa early 1950s. £10

89 Folder containing issues 1 to 67 of the BR(E) motive power department "Craftsman's News 
Letter". 50+ typescript foolscap sized pages issued between August 1949 and November 1957. 
Ex Colwich MPD. £10

90 BR(E) Great Northern Section large sized volume of signalling diagrams and related information. 
Foolscap sized, appears to be a homemade assembly of information from signalling notices 
issued in the 1950s and 60s. Should be viewed. £10

91 Three BR typescript documents relating faults of diesel locos from new to September 1960, 
Western region diesel hydraulic failures 1961/2, review of electric rolling stock performance 
March 1968. 30+ typescript pages. £10

92 BTC foolscap sized report on "Performance and Efficiency Tests of Southern Region Merchant 
Navy class 3 cyl 4-6-2 mixed traffic locomotive". Card covers, 45 pages dated January 1954. £10

93 BTC foolscap sized report on "Performance and Efficiency Tests ICo-CoI 2000HP Main Line 
Diesel - Electric Locomotive No.10203". Card covers, approx 100 pages, circa late 1950s. £10
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94 BR Mechanical & Electrical Engineer's Department bound volume of "Standard Locomotives Test 
Bulletins 4, 5, 7, 8, 9". 150+ typescript pages, diagrams, etc in hardback clothbound covers. 
Dated early 1950s. £10

95 BR Mechanical & Electrical Engineer's Department bound volume of "Test Bulletins. Non Standard 
Locomotives". 200+ typescript pages, diagrams, etc in hardback clothbound covers. Dated early 
1950s. £10

96 BRB Mechanical & Electrical Engineering Department "Vehicle Diagram Book No.230 for Diesel 
Electric Unit Trains (including HST)". Landscape format, pink card covers, 40+ pages, dated 
1982. £10

97 RAILWAY EXECUTIVE (E & NE regions) Chief Mechanical Engineer's Department hardback 
book "Index to Engine Diagram Books". 43pp giving numbers and classification of ex LNER loco 
types. Dated May 1949. £10

98 BTC Southern Region 16 page typescript document "Winter Service Allocation of Locomotives 
Operating on Southern Region (number - class - depot)". Dated September 1953. £10

99 BTC Southern Region 17 page typescript document "Allocation of Locomotives Operating on 
Southern Region (number - class - depot) Summer Service". Dated June 1957. £10

100 BR(S) 20+ page typescript document and amendment sheets 1 - 6 & 10 - 14 "Allocation of 
Locomotives - Southern Region". Dated January 1967. £10

101 BR(W) CM&EE Department Paddington typescript document "Allocation of Diesel Locomotives & 
Multiple Units". Card covers, 71 typescript pages, dated October 1975. Covers slightly faded. £10

102 BR(W) itinerary for the general manager's tour of the stores department, December 1957. Card 
covers with small illustration on front, 12 typescript pages, good condition. £10

103 BR(W) booklet "Motive Power Depots". Landscape format, 14 pages detailing layout, loco 
allocation and depot information. Covers depots in the Bristol, Newton Abbot and Worcester 
Districts. Produced for depot inspection visit in 1952. £10

104 BR(W) booklet "Motive Power Depots". Landscape format, 8 pages detailing layout, loco allocation 
and depot information. Covers depots in the Cardiff Valleys and Newport Divisions. Produced for 
depot inspection visit in July 1951. £10

105 BR(W) booklet "Motive Power Depots". Landscape format, 17 pages detailing layout, loco 
allocation and depot information including map of area. Covers depots in the Cardiff Valleys, 
Neath and Newport Divisions. £10

106 BR(W) booklet "Motive Power Depots". Landscape format, 4 pages detailing layout, loco allocation 
and depot information. Covers depots in the London District. Produced for depot inspection visit in 
1954. £10

107 BR(W) foolscap sized report "Technical Train Timings Cross Country Diesel Railcars Chester & 
Central Wales District". Card covers, approx 30 pages, dated January 1958. £10

108 BR(W) notice NW2083 "Margam Hump Marshalling Yard". Card covers, 22pp plus fold out 
diagram, dated February 1960. Instruction booklet issued on the opening of the new yard. £5

109 Six BR(ScR) letters and typescript forms covering initial enquiry to hiring of a camping coach at 
Strathyre in 1963. £10

110 RAILWAY ACCIDENT REPORT into the double collision at Harrow & Wealdstone station in 
October 1952. 37pp plus diagrams and photos. Plus newspaper cuttings from the time. £10

111 ACCIDENT REPORTS. Hellifield 1955, Settle 1960, Blea Moor 1952, Little Salkeld 1933. (4) £10
112 ACCIDENT REPORTS. Winsford 1948, Penmaenmawr 1950, Etterby Junction 1952, Westwood 

Junction 1955. (4) £10
113 ACCIDENT REPORTS. Connington 1961, Napsbury 1966, Hatfield 1966, Hither Green 1967, 

West Ealing 1973. (5) £10
114 Five MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT annual reports on accidents that occurred in Great Britain. 

Each 40+pp issued 1947 - 1951. (5) £10
115 BASSETT-LOWKE "Model Railway Handbook". Hardback, illustrated covers, 150pp eighth 

edition, circa 1930s. Creasing to cover. £10
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116 BASSETT-LOWKE catalogue of locos and stationary engines. 160pp, fully illustrated, dated 
1940. Spine faults otherwise OK. £10

117 DIRECTORY PUBLISHING COMPANY published hardback book "The Directory of Shipowners, 
Shipbuilders and Marine Engineers 1940". 864pp plus 79pp advertising section. Good condition. 
£10

118 JOHN READHEAD specification of propelling machinery for the BR(E) twin screw motor vessel 
No.622 MV Sea Freightliner 11". Clothbound hardback covers with title in gold on front. 98pp, 
circa 1960s. £10

119 VICKERS ARMSTRONG foolscap sized, typescript, hardback book "Machinery Handbook for 
TSS Oriana". 100+ pages and diagrams, undated. £10

120 PORT OF LONDON booklet "The Port of London from Westminster to the Sea". Card covers, 
16pp history and activities with map of features along the Thames. Circa 1930s. Ring stains on 
cover. £10

121 PORT OF BRISTOL AUTHORITY official handbook. Green, clothbound hardback covers with 
title and coat of arms in gold on front, 83pp plus fold out maps, dated 1904. Good condition. £10

122 PORT OF BRISTOL AUTHORITY official handbook. Illustrated card covers, 120pp plus fold out 
maps, dated 1938. Some edge wear to covers. £10

123 PORT OF LIVERPOOL 12pp fold out leaflet "Import and Export by the Gateway of the West". 
Coloured pictorial covers showing dockside scene, opens to show map of port and map of routes. 
Circa 1940s. £5

124 KING'S LYNN DOCKS AND RAILWAY company bye-laws. 26pp paperback booklet dated June 
1935. £10

125 GRAND UNION CANAL COMPANY published book "Arteries of Commerce - Grand Union 
Canal". Hardback, 121pp detailing the route and benefits of the canal along with many adverts. 
Undated, appears 1930s. Faults to spine. £10

126 Large SCRAPBOOK type folder containing hundreds of magazine cuttings and a few B&W photos 
showing trams. Also shows some handwritten info and line diagrams of the various operating 
companies. Should be viewed. £10

127 COLLIERY GUARDIAN published hardback book "Guide to the Coalfields 1950". Brown, 
clothbound covers, 440+pp. Lists collieries and mines in the UK with maps showing locations. 
Spine faded, bindings very loose. £10

128 COLLIERY GUARDIAN published hardback book "Guide to the Coalfields 1961". Green, 
clothbound covers, 300+pp. Lists collieries and mines in the UK with maps showing locations. 
Covers marked and very poor, bindings very loose. £5

129 Bound volume of the BOMBAY, BARODA AND CENTRAL INDIAN RAILWAY company 
magazine. Volume 3 covering the second half of 1922. 200+pp bound in part leather bound 
hardback covers with title in gold on spine. Covers marked and worn. £10

130 CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY published hardback book "The Highway of Empire". 103pp 
annotated time table of the transcontinental and other main line routes of the CPR. Gives an 
'along the line' type narrative to the journey. Dated August 1912. Some spine, slight foxing to 
contents. £10

131 VICTORIAN RAILWAYS "Melbourne Yard Hump Working Instructions". Red card covers, foolscap 
sized, 52pp dated June 1960. £10

132 VICTORIAN RAILWAYS book of diagrams of gradients and curves. Hardback, 203pp, dated 
August 1927. Bindings loose, overlaid papers to front end pages. £10

133 ILLUSTRIRTE ZEITUNG published large magazine type souvenir of 100 years of German 
railways. Illustrated paperback covers, 77pp, published circa 1935. Covers poor and detached. 
£10

134 LARGE SIZE souvenir booklet published to commemorate the new ship of the Compagnie 
Generale Transaantique "Normandie". Large sized, gold and red decorative card covers, 50+pp, 
fully illustrated, published in France in 1935. Text in French. Some cover wear and marking. £10
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135 Small END OF COLLECTION selection of items relating to driver training courses, including APT. 
Circa early 1980s. £5

136 END OF COLLECTION selection of GWR booklets including Look Out, regulations for train 
signalling, The Swindon Works of the GWR, general appendix to the rule book. Some worn/poor. 
(4) £5

Lots 137 - 172: Share Certificates and Early Paperwork
137 CANNOCK MINERAL RAILWAY share certificate for one £10 share dated 1846. Ornate scrolled 

title, embossed seal, not cancelled, VGC. £15
138 FLEETWOOD, PRESTON & WEST RIDING JUNCTION RAILWAY share certificate for one £12 

share dated 1846. Ornate scrolled title, engraving of coat of arms and old loco top centre, red 
embossed seal, not cancelled, VGC. £25

139 DEVON & CORNWALL RAILWAY (Extensions to Bude and Torrington) share certificate for one 
£20 share dated 1886. Ornate scrolled title, blue print, embossed seal, not cancelled, VGC. £25

140 GREAT GRIMSBY & SHEFFIELD JUNCTION RAILWAY share certificate for one £12-10-0 share 
dated 1846. Ornate scrolled title, embossed seal, punch and stamp cancelled. £10

141 FORCETT RAILWAY share certificate for one £20 share dated 1876. Ornate title, embossed seal, 
printed on lilac paper, not cancelled, folded, large tape repair on rear. £10

142 EASTON & CHURCH HOPE RAILWAY unissued share certificate for £20 preference shares, 
dated 188x. Ornate scrolled title and side embellishment, red print, VGC. £10

143 NORTHERN COUNTIES UNION RAILWAY share certificate for one share dated 1846. Ornate 
scrolled title, embossed seal, not cancelled, VGC. £10

144 GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY share certificate for one £25 share dated 1846. Ornate title with 
coat of arms top centre, printed on lilac paper, embossed seal, not cancelled, VGC. £10

145 GOLDEN VALLEY RAILWAY share certificate for one £10 share dated 1878. Ornate scrolled 
title, orange print with engraving of old loco at left, embossed seal, not cancelled. Plus directors 
report and statement of accounts dated 1884 and parliamentary act dated 1882 (3). £10

146 RAMSAY CONDENSING LOCOMOTIVE COMPANY share certificate for 100 £1 shares dated 
1925. Ornate scrolled title, embossed seal, not cancelled, folded, some wear. £10

147 CHINESE IMPERIAL RAILWAY large sized bond certificate for £100 for the Canton - Kowloon 
Railway. Ornate design, some coupons included, dated 1907. Not cancelled, folded. £10

148 VENEZUELA CENTRAL RAILWAY debenture certificate for £10 dated 1924. Ornate document 
with green borders, embossed seal, not cancelled, slight creasing. £10

149 CUNARD STEAM-SHIP COMPANY mortgage debenture stock certificate for £100 dated 1913. 
Ornate scrolled title, embossed seal, not cancelled. £10

150 EAST KENT COLLIERY COMPANY share certificate for 200 five shilling shares dated 1909. 
Large size, ornate title in blue print with engraving of prancing horse top centre. Embossed seal, 
not cancelled. £10

151 COXHOE LIMESTONE COMPANY (Newcastle-upon-Tyne) mortgage debenture certificate for 
£100 dated 1901. Embossed seal and revenue stamp, not cancelled. £10

152 MIDLAND COAL, COKE & IRON COMPANY debenture certificate for £50 dated 1895. Embossed 
seal and revenue stamp, not cancelled. £10

153 COLCHESTER, STOUR VALLEY, SUDBURY AND HALSTEAD RAILWAY "Book of Reference" 
for the extension from Lavenham to Bury St.Edmunds. Hardback covers with title on label on 
front, 28pp listing ownership of land to be taken for the building of the railway. Undated. Wear to 
covers, bindings loose, contents OK. £100

154 Prospectus for the NBR line from Edinburgh to Berwick upon Tweed. Foolscap sized, 4pp 
including map of line, dated 1843. £10

155 Prospectus for the GRAND EASTERN UNION RAILWAY from Newcastle upon Tyne to Dunbar. 
Large size, 4pp including map of line, dated 1836. £10

156 EASTERN AND MIDLANDS RAILWAY prospectus dated 1884. Foolscap sized, 4pp including 
coloured map of line, vendors statement, application form and bankers receipt. £10
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157 YORK, NEWCASTLE AND BERWICK RAILWAY COMPANY director's reports and map of the 
line covering the period between 1843 and 1849. 24pp. £10

158 CHELTENHAM AND GREAT WESTERN UNION RAILWAY director's report and statement of 
accounts for half year ending April 1840. Large size, 4pp, folded. £10

159 STOCKTON & DARLINGTON RAILWAY original manuscript list of shareholders dated April 
1842. 4pp in envelope sent to John Pease, East Mount, Darlington with wax seal. Fragile. £20

160 GNR contract with HM Postmaster General for the Conveyance of Mail. Foolscap sized, 10pp 
dated August 1896. £10

161 MIDLAND RAILWAY official writing paper headed "Midland Railway. The Best Route for 
Comfortable Travel and Picturesque Scenery" with B&W illustration of train at speed below. 
Unused, dated 190x. Slight foxing down edges. £10

162 GOLDEN VALLEY RAILWAY director's report and statement of accounts for the half year dated 
February 1879. 8pp, folded, very worn. £10

163 Copy of the AGREEMENT between the GWR and LNWR re traffic on each others lines. Foolscap 
sized, 4pp dated 1907. Filing holes. £5

164 CITY OF GLASGOW UNION RAILWAY mortgage deed for £500 dated 1871. £10
165 BISHOP AUCKLAND & WEARDALE RAILWAY payment receipt for £500 dated 1846 issued 

at their Darlington office. Ornately printed with engraving of company loco and coal wagons in 
country scene. £10

166 BROMPTON AND PICCADILLY CIRCUS RAILWAY 6pp foolscap sized "Estimate of Expenses" 
for the construction of the line. Dated 1897. £10

167 BUCKINGHAMSHIRE RAILWAY - OXFORD & BLETCHLEY LINE 4pp land purchase document 
dated 1847. Folded. £10

168 Early GWR Provident Society certificate showing acceptance into the scheme. Smaller sized, 
blue print with society logo in centre. Dated 1848. Some staining along bottom edge. £10

169 Approx 25 MIDLAND RAILWAY circulars. 1 - 2pp, various subjects, dated late 1890s - early 
1900s. Varying condition, most with acknowledgement slips removed. (Qty) £10

170 LIVERPOOL DOCKS foolscap sized 16pp document "The Accounts of the Trustees of the 
Liverpool Docks from June 1827 - June 1828". £10

171 ALBUM containing approx 200 items of early railway paperwork from mainly smaller companies 
including Scottish. (Qty) £10

172 ALBUM containing 75 items of railway paperwork ranging from small pre grouping companies to 
BR. (Qty) £10

Lots 173 - 191: Railway Loco and Equipment Manufacturers Publications
173 W.G. BAGNALL LTD catalogue No.19 "Steam, Electric and Internal Combustion Locomotives". 

Clothbound hardback covers with title in gold on front, 72pp, fully illustrated, published circa 
1910s. Minor cover wear and some damp staining to bottom edge of contents. £10

174 W.G. BAGNALL catalogue "Locomotives". Coloured pictorial card covers showing overseas loco, 
comb binding, 48pp, fully illustrated. Circa 1950s. VGC. £10

175 KERR STUART & CO. catalogue "Kerr, Stuart's Locomotives - Ready for Immediate or Prompt 
Delivery". Paperback, 22pp fully illustrated, dated 1924. £10

176 HUDSWELL CLARKE catalogue "B" showing locomotives produced by the company. Green, 
hardback covers with title in white on front, 32pp, fully illustrated, dated 1907. Good condition. £10

177 BABCOCK & WILCOX catalogue of products built by the company in Spain. 30+pp fully 
illustrated, circa 1930s. Text in Spanish. £20

178 BEYER PEACOCK publication "Locomotives by Beyer Peacock". Illustrated card covers, 64pp 
fully illustrated guide to the products of the company, dated 1946. Minor wear to corners of covers. 
£10

179 BEYER, PEACOCK & CO published booklet of Railway Gazette reprinted article "The High 
Speed Beyer-Garratt Locomotive". Paperback covers, 7pp dated 1933. £10
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180 HUWOOD-HUDSWELL brochure for various diesel mining locos. Illustrated paperback covers, 
36pp fully illustrated glossy publication, dated 1954. £10

181 NORTH BRITISH LOCOMOTIVE COMPANY souvenir booklet issued to commemorate the 50th 
anniversary of the company 1903-1953. Card covers, 116pp fully illustrated guide to the company 
with metal diamond "worksplate" (minor damage) on front cover. £10

182 YORKSHIRE ENGINE COMPANY brochure for the "600HP Taurus Diesel Hydraulic Locomotive". 
Card covers, 12pp illustrated guide circa early 1960s. £10

183 AEI published booklet "Route Relay Inter-locking Temple Mills West, BR(E)". Laminated card 
covers, 18pp fully illustrated glossy publication with fold-out diagram. Circa 1961. Small rust stain 
on some pages. £10

184 WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SAXBY SIGNALLING CO published booklet "The Re-signalling 
of the Mersey Railway". Paperback, 10pp reprint of Modern Transport article, dated November 
1925. £10

185 WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SIGNAL CO published booklet "Centenary of Signalling 1856 - 
1956. John Saxby and his part in the Development of Interlocking and of the Signalling Industry". 
Illustrated card covers, 25pp, fully illustrated, published 1956. £10

186 ENGLISH ELECTRIC "Railway Electrification Series No.62" glossy brochure detailing the 
equipment supplied for the Liverpool - Southport line. 12pp, fully illustrated, dated 1952. Plus 
similar No.63 for the Liverpool St - Shenfield service. (2) £10

187 BRUSH ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING COMPANY glossy, illustrated publication "Brush Traction 
1865 - 1965" issued to commemorate the company's work over the century. 47pp fully illustrated 
publication with card covers showing Falcon 0-6-0 tank loco and diesel loco of the same name. 
£10

188 BRUSH ENGINEERING CO coloured brochure "Brush 2750hp Co-Co Diesel Electric 
Locomotives". Coloured pictorial covers showing class 47 D1520, 30pp, fully illustrated, published 
in 1962. £10

189 HENSCHEL-LOKOMOTIV-TASCHENBUCH. Rule Book size hardback book, 384pp including 
diagrams detailing technical information, dated 1952. £10

190 CATALOGUE for WB White & Sons (Colne), manufacturers of power looms, dobbies, textile 
machinery and accessories. Card covers, 52pp fully illustrated with many examples of company 
machinery. Circa 1900. VGC. £10

191 RICHARD GARRETT & SONS 4pp leaflet for the "Garrett Steam Motor Tractor". Photo illustration 
of traction engine on front. Dated 1925. Slightly creased on edges. Plus paperback booklet "Some 
Wallis & Stevens Traction Engines and Steam Wagons" by RC Wallis and JP Mullett. 30pp, 
undated, spine taped. (2) £10

Lots 192 - 277: Maps, Plans and Diagrams
(dmf = dissected, mounted and folded)

192 AIREY'S RAILWAY MAP of Staffordshire District. Early undated example dmf into hardback 
covers with title in gold on front. Covers rubbed, generally good for age. £20

193 AIREY'S RAILWAY MAP of Scotland circa 1874. Dmf into hardback covers with title in gold on 
front. Covers rubbed and worn, map OK. £20

194 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of South Wales dated 1926. Dmf into hardback covers with 
title in gold on front. Good condition. £20

195 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of South Wales dated 1926. Dmf into card covers with title 
on label on front. Good condition. Plus RCH map of Scotland dated 1960 in hardback covers with 
title in gold on front. (2) £20

196 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of the West of England dated 1924. Dmf into hardback 
covers with title in gold on front. Good condition. £20

197 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of Yorkshire District North Sheet dated 1918. Dmf into 
hardback covers with title in gold on front. Good condition. £20
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198 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of Yorkshire District South Sheet dated 1936. Dmf into 
hardback covers with title in gold on front. Good condition. £20

199 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of London and its Environs dated 1919. Dmf into hardback 
covers with title in gold on front. Covers poor, fold tears and stains to map. Generally very poor. 
£10

200 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of Scotland dated 1912. Dmf into hardback covers with title 
in gold on front. Slight wear to map, covers (especially spine) very poor. Ex National Projectile 
Factory, Lancaster and marked so in gold on front. £10

201 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of Scotland dated 1923. Dmf into hardback covers with title 
in gold on front. Minor cover wear. £20

202 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of England & Wales dated 1896. Dmf into hardback covers 
with title in gold on front. Map worn, covers (especially spine) very poor. £10

203 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of England & Wales dated 1923. Dmf into hardback covers 
with title in gold on front. £10

204 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE BOOK OF JUNCTION DIAGRAMS dated 1895. 120+ diagrams 
in part leather bound hardback covers with title in gold on front. No running powers supplement 
or index, bindings loose, some restoration. £30

205 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE BOOK OF JUNCTION DIAGRAMS. 150+ diagrams in part 
leather bound hardback covers with title in gold on front. Dated 1922. Complete with running 
powers supplement. Spine poor and heavily taped. Covers bumped and rubbed. £30

206 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE BOOK OF JUNCTION DIAGRAMS. 150+ diagrams in hardback 
covers (front cover and spine missing). Possibly 1912 edition with running powers supplement but 
part of index missing. Some tape repairs. £30

207 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE BOOK OF JUNCTION DIAGRAMS dated 1928. 100+ maps in 
official green spring binder. Complete with running powers section. Very well used condition. £20

208 MIDLAND RAILWAY junction diagram type book of "Joint Line Diagrams". Landscape format, 
clothbound hardback covers containing 23 coloured diagrams of jointly owned lines on or near 
the Midland Railway. Dated 1912. Some cover wear, generally good condition. £10

209 MIDLAND RAILWAY (probably) large size book containing 30+ junction type diagrams showing 
MR lines and adjoining lines of other companies. Appears hand coloured. Clothbound covers, 
undated. Covers very poor and detached, some separation of sections. £10

210 LNWR Book of Diagrams of Private Sidings - Stratford to Rugby and branches including South 
Staffordshire lines. Landscape format hardback book containing an incomplete set of approx 
25 hand coloured diagrams, many loose or detached with later issues (up to BR times) added. 
Covers poor. £10

211 Large sized MAP of the "Proposed City and North East Suburban Railway". Hand coloured 
detailed OS map showing the line from Holyfield through East London to the Monument. Dmf into 
clothbound hardback covers with title in gold on front. Undated, map detached from covers, fold 
tears and covers rubbed. £10

212 GNR 50 feet to 1" plan of King's Cross terminus. Detailed plan showing station and nearby streets, 
dmf into leather bound hardback covers. Small coloured area to show horse dock. Circa 1880s, 
covers rubbed, plan good. £50

213 NORTH STAFFORDSHIRE RAILWAY "Station Map". Stanford published coloured map showing 
the lines of all railway companies in Derbyshire, Nottinghamshire, South Yorkshire and adjoining 
counties. Dmf into brown clothbound hardback covers with title in gold on front. Good condition. 
£10

214 CALEDONIAN RAILWAY "Map of Scotland 1867". RCH type map, coloured to show counties 
and ownership of lines. Dmf into hardback covers. Covers poor and detached, map OK. £10

215 NBR. Bartholomew's published reduced size amended plan of the NBR proposed enlargement 
and rearrangement of Waverley station. Two part plan, dmf into clothbound hardback covers with 
title on label on front. Half scale of original plan. Undated, VGC. £10
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216 G&SWR map produced for the 1902 parliamentary session. OS type map coloured to show Dalry 
and North Johnstone and Gatehead to Calston branch proposed lines. Map dmf into cloth covers 
with title on label on front. Cover wear. £10

217 MIDLAND RAILWAY map of Manchester and Salford. Bartholowmew's published 6" to 1 mile 
map, coloured to show MR property. Dated 1901. Dmf into cloth covers. £10

218 NER plan of the lines of railways in Northumberland, Durham and North Yorkshire Mineral Districts 
1883. RCH style map dmf into hardback covers with title in gold on front. Some staining to front 
cover. £10

219 GER "Diagram of Metropolitan and Suburban Unions 1909". RCH type map, dmf into large sized 
leather bound covers (rubbed) with title in gold on front. Some damp staining to map. £30

220 GER diagrammatic system map showing the lines in each division. Dmf into hardback covers. 
Dated 1919. VGC. £30

221 GER (LNER) plan of Thames Iron Works. Detailed plan of the line and buildings leading down to 
Thames Wharf. Dmf into leather bound hardback covers with title in gold on front. Dated 1922 and 
with later LNER stamps. £30

222 LNWR seven part plans and sections for the Dowlais & Vochrhiw Railway. Each part dmf 
into leather covers and contained in slipcase with title in gold on front. Produced for the 1871 
parliamentary session. Maps good condition, slipcase very poor with only front and back covers 
remaining. £10

223 LNWR five part plans and sections for the Dowlais Extension. Three parts covering the line and 
two covering additional land. Each part dmf and contained in slipcase with title in gold on front. 
Dated 1867. Good condition. £10

224 LSWR "Gradient Manual 1887". Hardback book with title in gold on front. Contains 80pp of 
gradient diagrams covering all company lines. Good for age. £10

225 OS map of the area north of Birmingham dated 1876, hand coloured to show railway lines and 
annotated to show dates. Appears to have been produced for the authorization of the Birmingham 
- Lichfield Railway between Sutton Coldfield and Lichfield. Dmf into cloth covers. £10

226 STAVELEY WORKS. Large sized hand coloured detailed plan "Staveley 1876 Survey". Shows 
the Staveley iron works and connecting railways. Dmf into card covers. £10

227 STAVELEY. Large sized hand coloured detailed plan "Staveley Collieries Agreed Plan 1911". 
Shows the railways between collieries in the area through Staveley Town station. Dmf into card 
covers. £10

228 RAILWAYS ACT 1921 "Map Showing LNER - Scotch Section". RCH map of Scotland dated 1920 
coloured to show LNER lines, dmf into leather bound hardback covers with title in gold on front. 
Edges rubbed. £20

229 RAILWAYS ACT 1921. RCH type map "Railways, Group 3 England & Wales". Large sized map, 
dmf into cloth covers. Map coloured to show constituent companies of the future LMS and LNER 
companies. Produced for the 1921 Railways Act. Fold tears. £10

230 GWR plan of the Wilts, Somerset & Weymouth Railway from milepost 108 to 120. Coloured 
plan, folding concertina style into green cloth covers with title in gold on front. Dated 1881. Many 
contemporary annotations, tape repairs to many corners and folds. £10

231 GWR "Map of the Great Western Railway System". Coloured map, dmf into clothbound hardback 
covers with the title in gold on the front. Undated. £10

232 GWR "District Map" from the 1901 Parliamentary Session. Large sized fold out coloured map in 
RCH style. Dmf into leather bound covers. Covers detached and poor. £10

233 LMS Divisional Goods Managers Office, Manchester, cartage boundary map for Ilkley. 6" to 1 mile 
1910 OS map coloured to show free delivery area. Dmf into clothbound hardback covers with title 
in gold on front. Circa 1934. £10

234 LMS signalling layout apportionment diagrams for Coates Park North, Denby North, Denby 
South, Little Eaton Station. Approx 28" x 12", dated 1944 - 45. Disbound. (4) £10
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235 LNER copy of the GNR running line diagram of the main line and West Riding and Grimsby Joint 
Line between Peterborough, Askern and Leeds. Fold out type coloured plan on linen, folding into 
hardback covers with title in gold on front. Dated December 1914. A few pencil annotations to 
map. £30

236 LNER "Map of LNER London Suburban Lines Showing Advertising Facilities". Paper map folding 
into orange card covers. Dated January 1936. VGC. £10

237 BR(M) Manchester Division office copy of the track plan showing the proposed recovery of 
Ropery signalbox near Maryport and connections and provision of new sidings. 36" x 16", folded, 
dated 1965. £10

238 BR(E). Five large sized paper plans showing track layouts and mileages in the Stratford, 
Peterborough, Ipswich, Norwich and Cambridge districts. Undated, folded and disbound from 
larger volume. (5) £10

239 BR(S) Southern District area No.1 plan of line diagrams. Large sized clothbound sheet folding 
into green covers with title on label on front. Undated, many alterations and annotations. £10

240 J.R.JOBBINS published "South Eastern Brighton and Croydon Railways Official Map". Coloured 
map with sections, dmf into hardback clothbound covers with title and illustration of 2-2-2 loco on 
front. Dated 1842. Some cover wear, map good. £10

241 BRADSHAW'S "Map of the Railways of England & Wales". Part coloured map dated 1845, dmf 
into hardback covers. Restoration to spine, covers rubbed. £20

242 COLLINS published "The Correct Railroad Map of England". Coloured map, dmf into clothbound 
hardback covers with title on label on front. Circa 1870's. Map detached from covers otherwise 
OK. £10

243 JOHNSTON'S RAILWAY MAP of Britain. Part coloured map, dmf, folding into red clothbound 
covers with title in gold on front. Circa 1840s. Spine taped, map OK. £10

244 WEBB'S published "English Railway Map". Coloured map showing actual and projected lines 
1840 - 41. Dmf into hardback clothbound covers with title on label on front. £10

245 SHARPE'S published "Railway Map of England and Wales". Coloured map dmf into hardback 
clothbound covers with title in gold on front. Dated 1847. Fading and staining to covers, map OK. 
£10

246 STANFORD'S "Road and Railway Map of Scotland" dated 1858. Clothbound coloured map 
folding into red clothbound hardback covers. Pin holes in corner of map and a little "sunned". 
Covers worn, spine missing. £10

247 CHEFFIN'S "Map of The Grand Junction Railway" dated 1836. Two part map covering the north 
of England, each dmf and trimmed in green cloth. Probably part of a larger set of maps. £10

248 CHEFFIN'S MAP of The Railways in England and Wales. RCH style map, dmf into large type 
hardback leather bound covers with title in gold on front. Dated 1865. Map OK, covers rubbed, 
front detached. £10

249 MACAULAY'S STATION MAP of the Railways in Great Britain. Coloured map circa 1880s. Dmf 
into hardback covers (poor, especially spine). Minor faults to map. £10

250 W.H.SMITH & SONS "Railway Map of Great Britain". Linen-bound map folding into green 
clothbound covers. Circa 1890s, covers and map very worn. £10

251 CRUCHLEY'S RAILWAY MAP of the county of Sussex. Part coloured paper map folding into blue 
card covers. Circa 1870s. Covers worn, some foxing and small fold tears to map. £10

252 GEOGRAPHIA published "Railway Map of Great Britain and Ulster". Post grouping coloured 
map, dmf into clothbound hardback covers with title in gold on front. Minor wear. £10

253 BACON'S "Large Scale Plan of Portsmouth". ¼ mile to 1", coloured clothbound map folding into 
green clothbound covers with title in gold on front. Circa 1880s. Some creasing to map. £10

254 BRITISH GEOGRAPHICAL PUBLISHING CO map "New Chart of North & Central England". 
Coloured map, dmf into hardback covers. Circa 1910s. £10

255 OS 6" to 1 mile map "Upton Colliery 6" Ordnance Map". Coloured to show area connected with 
the colliery. Dmf into card covers. Map dated 1904. £10
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256 TH SKELTON locally published map of the country around Southampton including the Isle of 
Wight dated 1842. Clothbound map folding into hardback covers with title on label on front. 
Covers and map worn. Some foxing. £10

257 J.REYNOLDS published "Map of London and its Suburbs". Coloured map, dmf into clothbound 
hardback covers with title in gold on front. Dated 1888. Tape repair to inside of spine. £10

258 REID'S "New Map of the River Wear from the sea to Biddick Ford" showing principal works, 
shipyards, coal staithes, etc. Cloth bound coloured map folding to hardback covers with title on 
label on front. Dated 1898. VGC. £10

259 CITY OF WAKEFIELD WATERWORKS OS type map dated 1888. Hand coloured to show 
reservoirs. Dmf into clothbound covers with title on label on front. £10

260 CAMBRIDGE UNIERSITY AND TOWN WATERWORKS OS type map dated 1910. Hand 
coloured to show pumping stations. Dmf into clothbound covers with title on label on front. £10

261 GWR signalbox diagram "Great Bridge South" showing the lines from Dudley towards Swan 
Village. Approx 40" x 16", dated 1938, some edge and corner damage. Folded. £10

262 BR(M) signalbox diagram "Taylor Street" showing the lines from Cherry Tree Junction towards 
Blackburn Bolton Junction. Approx 48" x 24". Dated 1963. Faults and small amounts of damp 
staining. £10

263 BR(M) signalbox diagram "Daisyfield Junction" showing the lines from Great Harwood Junction 
towards Blackburn. Approx 48" x 24". Dated 1958, very poor condition with damp staining and 
severe damage. Plus another similar. (2) £10

264 BR(M) signalbox diagram "Washwood Heath Sidings No.2" showing the lines from Washwood 
Heath No.1. Approx 36" x 13". Undated, part laminated and very worn condition. Folded. £10

265 BR(M) signalbox diagram "Washwood Heath Sidings No.3" showing the lines from Washwood 
Heath sidings No.2. Approx 40" x 14". Undated, ex box condition. Folded. £10

266 BR(M) signalbox diagram "Saltley Sidings" showing the lines from Derby towards Birmingham. 
Approx 40" x 14". Undated, ex box condition. Folded. £10

267 BR(W) office copy of the signalbox diagram from Craven Arms Crossing showing the line from 
Llanelly and Hereford towards Shrewsbury. Large size, folded, dated 1965. £10

268 GER detailed 1 chain to 1" plan on linen showing Stratford Works. 30" x 24" dated 1881. Edge 
wear and creasing. £10

269 SOMERSET & DORSET JOINT RAILWAY detailed 40 feet to 1" track plan on linen showing the 
damage caused in the accident at Midford, August 1936. 72" x 18", minor edge and corner wear. 
£10

270 MIDLAND RAILWAY (Birmingham) plan on linen of the double junction near Duddeston Mill 
Road. 72" x 24", dated 1896. £10

271 LNWR plan showing details of the ironwork in Wavertree viaduct as part of the Edge Hill and 
Speke widening. Linen backed coloured paper plan, 24" x 36", dated 1889. Dusty. £10

272 LNWR plan of proposed alterations to buildings at Blisworth and Peterborough and to Peterborough 
goods shed. Linen backed coloured paper plan, 24" x 36", dated 1874. Dusty and creased. £10

273 Eight NER sketch drawings of the track and signalling at various junctions including Hessle West, 
Dairycoats, Garforth, Castleford Gates, etc. Each on paper, accompanied by company memos 
explaining alterations made or to be made. Many dated 1890s. £10

274 GER plan on linen showing cabside numberplate of class C14 loco "562". 30" x 30" dated 1882. 
£10

275 GWR large sized plan on paper showing Penarth Dock & Harbour. 1:2500 scale, part coloured to 
show boundary. Undated. Folded. £10

276 LNER Locomotive Department Gorton plan on linen of a locomotive headlamp. 36" x 30" dated 
1938. £10

277 BR(E) Drawing Office Stratford plan on linen of the arrangement and details of a locomotive 
whistle. 60" x 36" dated 1953. £10
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Lots 278 - 420: Timetables, Timetable Sheets/Cards and Working Booklets
(PTT = Passenger Timetable, WTT = Working Timetable)

278 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY GUIDE dated June 1875. 364pp, bound into modern hardback covers 
with title in gold on spine. Bindings poor with many detached pages and segments. £10

279 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY GUIDE dated September 1883. 436pp, bound (without front cover) into 
slightly later hardback covers. £10

280 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY GUIDE dated January 1893. 386pp, rear cover missing, front cover 
and rear page laminated. £10

281 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY GUIDE dated October 1904. 1044pp, bound into hardback covers. 
Loose and detached pages. £10

282 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY GUIDE dated February 1907. 1118pp, bound into hardback covers with 
title in gold on spine. Covers bumped. £10

283 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY GUIDE dated October 1918. 1158pp, bound (without covers) into 
modern hardback covers with title in gold on spine. £10

284 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY GUIDE dated August 1931. 1147pp, bound into hardback covers with 
title in gold on spine. £10

285 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY GUIDE dated August 1939. 1188pp, bindings very loose, covers 
laminated. £10

286 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY GUIDE dated February 1957. 1184pp, bound without original covers 
into hardback covers with title in gold on spine. £10

287 DICKENS'S DICTIONARY of continental railways. Paperback, 320pp ABC timetable guide dated 
May 1880. Library marks, spine taped. £10

288 SOUTH WALES RAILWAY public time and faretable booklet. Blue paperback covers, centre 
folding, 12pp plus adverts and fold out map. Dated August 1852, issued in connection with the 
opening of Gatcombe station. Some wear but good for age. £30

289 NORTH BRITISH RAILWAY PTT dated October 1908. Foolscap sized, 158pp plus fold out map. 
Pictorial paperback covers show views of Edinburgh and Forth Bridge. Spine faults and loss, 
generally OK. £20

290 NORTH BRITISH RAILWAY PTT dated October 1914. Foolscap sized, 168pp plus fold out map. 
Pictorial paperback covers show views of Edinburgh and Forth Bridge. Good condition. £20

291 GNSR PTT dated July 1911. Coloured pictorial paperback covers show map of area. 60pp, 
horizontal fold otherwise good. £20

292 SOUTH EASTERN AND CHATHAM RAILWAY PTT booklet dated October 1913. Foolscap 
sized, coloured pictorial paperback covers showing map with company train and ship. 132pp plus 
fold out map. Spine poor, covers detached. £10

293 LBSCR PTT dated March 1861. Paperback, 36pp plus fold out map, disbound from larger volume, 
front page detached. £10

294 LNWR PTT dated July 1922. Brown covers, 323pp plus fold out map. £10
295 MIDLAND & SOUTH WESTERN JUNCTION RAILWAY fold out timetable and map "Salisbury 

Plain Manoeuvres". Coloured pictorial covers showing soldier on horseback, opens to show map 
of area with timetable of services to Ludgershall and Weyhill. Dated July 1898. Poor condition, 
most folds taped. £10

296 FURNESS RAILWAY timetable covers. Blue clothbound hardback covers with title and coat of 
arms in gold on front. Opens to show advert for Furness Abbey hotel and views of Lakeland. VGC. 
£10

297 NORTHERN AND EASTERN RAILWAY 2pp large sized timetable handbill for services in 1843. 
Red print, some damage and faults. 1898 reprint by the GER. £10

298 GNR PTT dated November 1882. Lilac coloured paperback covers, 90pp plus fold out map. Spine 
damage causing front cover to be detached, remnants of tape repairs on spine. £20

299 GER PTT dated August 1866. Blue paperback covers, 56pp, no rear cover, front cover and 
alterations page detached, remnants of tape on spine. £20
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300 GER "Continental Time Book - Summer Service 1881" Illustrated paperback covers showing 
Liverpool St, Harwich Hotel and sights on the continent. 96pp plus fold-out map. Good condition 
for age. £10

301 M&GN smaller sized PTT. Orange and black covers with winking eye logo at top, 26pp dated July 
1939. £10

302 GNR large sized bound volume of working timetable notices, excursion programmes, 
supplementary WTTs, etc issued July - December 1909. 2000+pp in hardback covers. Covers 
very poor, contents OK. £20

303 NORTH BRITSH RAILWAY bound volume of WTTs for 1918. 800+pp in leather bound hardback 
covers. Spine very poor, covers rubbed. £20

304 NORTH BRITISH RAILWAY Fife and Northern Districts WTT of passenger and goods services 
dated October 1914. 113pp. £10

305 NORTH BRITISH RAILWAY Western and North West Districts WTT of passenger and goods 
services dated October 1914. 189pp, front cover detached. £10

306 NORTH BRITISH RAILWAY Southern and Central Districts WTT of passenger and goods 
services dated October 1914. 106pp, front cover detached. £10

307 NORTH BRITISH RAILWAY Western, Monkland & West Highland Districts WTT of passenger 
and goods services dated July 1913. 192pp, section detached from end. £10

308 CALEDONIAN RAILWAY Southern, Eastern & Western Sections WTT No.562. 232pp dated 
October 1920. £10

309 Bound volume of LBSCR service timetables and supplements issued between January and 
December 1883. 800+pp in part leather hardback covers. Covers very poor with front detached, 
contents OK. £30

310 LBSCR emergency WTT to be brought into use when advised. 46pp dated 1911. Reason for 
issue unclear, possibly for expected coal strike. £20

311 LBSCR Appendix to the Service Timetable and Book of General Rules and Regulations. Green 
cloth covers (very worn), 279pp dated August 1922. £10

312 MIDLAND RAILWAY LT & S section passenger WTT. 124pp dated October 1920. Front cover 
poor and with loss. Heavily annotated throughout. £10

313 MIDLAND RAILWAY LT & S section freight service WTT. 20pp dated October 1920. Covers loose 
at partially split spine. £10

314 MIDLAND RAILWAY No.26 Appendix (A) to the WTT dated January 1922. Brown cloth covers, 
287pp, covers dusty. £10

315 SECR Appendix to the Working Timetable Book and Book of Rules and Regulations. Brown cloth 
covers (worn), 284pp dated May 1922. £10

316 LNWR North Eastern Division WTT. 137pp dated October 1884. £10
317 LNWR Lancaster and Carlisle District WTT. 34pp dated February 1902. Disbound from larger 

volume. £10
318 LNWR North Eastern Division weekly notice No.60 dated August 1885. 22pp showing train 

alterations, permanent way and signalling alterations. Rear cover dusty. £10
319 GW&GC JOINT pocket sized timetable booklet for services between Paddington & Marylebone 

and Haddenham & Aylesbury. Green print with route map on front, 16pp dated July 1939. £10
320 GWR PTT dated October 1940. Cream and brown covers, 108pp, annotation to front cover. Plus 

similar dated May 1942. (2) £10
321 GWR PTT dated May 1943. Cream and brown covers, 106pp. £10
322 GWR PTT dated May 1946. Cream and brown covers, 110pp. £10
323 GWR timetable covers. Clothbound hardback covers with coat of arms in gold on front. Spine 

poor, edges rubbed. £10
324 GWR smaller sized PTT for the London, Reading and Oxford Districts. Brown and cream covers, 

104pp plus fold-out map, dated September 1933. Some wear. Plus similar dated September 
1938. (2) £10
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325 GWR public timetable leaflet of principal train services from and to London. Blue print with 
illustrated covers showing loco and train over daytime and night time clock faces. 28pp dated July 
1939. Rusty staples removed. £10

326 GWR public timetable leaflet of services from and to London Paddington. Blue print, 20pp dated 
September 1930. Rusty staples removed. £10

327 GWR centre folding brochure "Timetables and Excursions - Newton Abbot and Totnes". Light blue 
and black cover, 12pp dated July 1925. Staples removed, good condition. Plus similar dated July 
1927. (2) £10

328 GWR service timetable No.2 South Wales section Swindon to New Milford. 128pp, dated October 
1881. Disbound from a larger volume. £10

329 GWR Northern section No.4 service timetable Didcot to Birkenhead and Manchester. 88pp dated 
November 1871. Disbound from larger volume, spine taped. £10

330 GWR No.11 section of the service timetable Pontypool Road and Neath Junction. 28pp dated 
October 1945. £10

331 GWR No.13 section of the service timetable Aynho Junction, Birmingham, Wolverhampton and 
North Warwickshire Line. 271pp dated June 1947. £10

332 GWR Appendix to No.5 section of the service timetable, Exeter Division. 118pp dated February 
1947. Some foxing to front cover. £10

333 GWR Appendix to No.7 section of the service timetable, Swindon, Gloucester, Cardiff and Pyle. 
164pp dated March 1941. Front cover darkened with age. £10

334 GWR notice No.60 "Programme of Working of Women Travelling Porters also trains on which 
Male Travelling Porters are employed". 56pp dated October 1946. £10

335 LMS PTT dated September 1938. Foolscap size, maroon and black covers, 630pp plus fold out 
maps. £10

336 LMS PTT for Scottish services. Smaller sized, 108pp, maroon and white covers, dated October 
1947. £10

337 LMS Northern Division sections 1 - 4 WTT of passenger trains. 259pp dated July 1934. Slight 
foxing to covers. £10

338 LMS Midland Division sections 1-16 WTT of freight trains. 784pp dated October 1942. Covers 
worn, spine taped, contents mostly OK. £10

339 Thirteen LMS Western Division "Programme of Special Trains" (and supplements to) issued 
between March and May 1938. (13) £10

340 LNER bound volume of smaller sized PTTs for Spring, Summer and Winter 1939. 900+pp bound 
with covers into hardback covers. Includes the unissued winter edition. Ex Passenger Manager 
Southern Area office. £30

341 LNER Southern Area PTT "Temporary Passenger Train Timetable". 88pp foolscap sized 
paperback booklet dated June 1926, produced for the General Strike. Covers detached, a few 
annotations. £10

342 LNER NE Area "Emergency Time Table of Probable Train Services Weekdays 8th May 1926". 
Paperback, red print, 7pp, produced during the General Strike. £10

343 LNER North Eastern Area PTT. Orange covers, 124pp plus fold out map, dated July 1936. Plus 
PTT of London suburban services from Liverpool St and Fenchurch St. Orange covers, 192pp 
plus fold out map, dated May 1936. Large ink stain to bottom edge of covers and first few pages 
of second item. (2) £10

344 LNER local area PTT for the Nottingham, Leicester and Rugby district. Orange covers, 40pp, no 
map, dated July 1938. £10

345 LNER pocket sized PTT "72 Extra Services by Rail Coach - Newcastle District from 9th July". Red 
and black pictorial covers with small illustration of the 'Clayton Coach'. 20pp dated 1928. £10

346 LNER PTT for Continental Services. Orange covers, 144pp plus fold-out map, dated May 1932. 
£10

347 LNER booklet "East Coast Carriage Workings". Green card covers, 95pp, dated July 1935. 
Covers creased. £20
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348 LNER GE Section bound volume of WTTs for 1938. 1000+pp in hardback covers. Minor cover 
wear. £100

349 LNER large size bound volume of WTT, alterations and light engine workings. Contains various 
sections from March, July and September 1928. 1000+pp in hardback covers. Spine missing and 
covers very poor. Contents OK. £10

350 LNER GN Section bound volume of holiday freight train arrangements notices issued between 
1935 and 1939. 300+pp in hardback covers with title in gold on spine. £10

351 LNER GC Section bound volume of excursion and special train arrangements circulars for 
January - June 1936. 800+pp in clothbound hardback covers with title in gold on spine. £10

352 LNER Great Northern Section, Southern & Northern Divisions WTT. 212pp dated September 
1927. Slight wear. £10

353 LNER Great Eastern section WTT Cambridge and Colchester main lines and branches. 200+pp 
dated July 1923. Spine taped, covers very poor and detached, loss to front end page. £10

354 LNER Scottish area WTT Glasgow District. 181pp dated May 1946. Front page poor and with 
small areas of loss, spine taped. £10

355 LNER Great Northern Section Leeds District WTT of freight services. 50pp dated October 1943. 
Spine taped. £10

356 LNER Great Northern Section, Southern & Northern Divisions WTT. 213pp dated July 1926. 
Slight wear. £10

357 M&GN longer type notice "Fruit, Flower and Vegetable Season 1937". Green print listing stations 
and times of trains. Folded. £10

358 SOUTHERN RAILWAY Southern Electric 16pp fold out timetable for the extension of electric 
services to Redhill, Reigate, Horley and Three Bridges on July 17th 1932. Yellow, blue and red 
covers showing route. £10

359 Two SR pocket sized leaflets relating to IOW services. Timetable for London - IOW trains July 
1925, timetable and information for ferry services for conveyance of motor cars from Portsmouth 
and Fishbourne 1933. (2) £10

360 SR bound volume of Continental Handbooks. Contains issues from 1935 and 1936 plus 
supplements in part leather bound hardback covers. Covers worn, contents OK. £10

361 SR "Continental Handbook" dated Summer 1934. Green and black paperback covers show map 
of routes. 153pp plus fold out map. VGC. Plus similar with blue and black covers for Winter  
1946 - 47. (2) £10

362 SR London West Division (Main Line) WTT of passenger trains. 262pp dated July 1932. £10
363 SR London West Division (Main and Windsor Lines) WTT of freight trains. 119pp dated July 1936. 

Plus 16pp supplement No.1 dated January 1937. £10
364 SR London Central Division section A WTT of passenger trains, main line and main line branch 

services. 323pp dated January 1933. Covers worn. £10
365 SR London Central Division section B WTT of suburban services. 348pp dated July 1932. £10
366 BR(E) GN Suburban Electrification draft timetable. Large sized 37 page typescript document 

dated March 1960. £10
367 BR(S) Central District booklet "Engine Workings for Passenger and Freight Trains - Weekdays". 

Card covers, 177pp, dated June 1955. £20
368 BR(S) Central District booklet "Engine Workings for Passenger and Freight Trains - Sundays". 

Card covers, 27pp, dated July 1952. £20
369 BR(S) Central District booklet of weekdays revised engine workings. 40+pp, dated July 1954. £10
370 BR(S) Western District booklet "Engine Workings for Passenger and Freight Trains - Weekdays". 

Card covers, 78pp, dated September 1953. £10
371 BR(S) Western District booklet "Engine Workings for Passenger and Freight Trains - Sundays". 

Card covers, 16pp, dated September 1953. £20
372 BR(S) London (Western) and Southampton Districts booklet "Engine Workings for Passenger and 

Freight Trains - Saturdays Only". Card covers, 159pp, dated June 1963. £20
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373 BR(S) London (Western) and Southampton Districts booklet "Engine Workings for Passenger and 
Freight Trains - Sundays". Card covers, 64pp, dated June 1963. £20

374 BR(S) London (Western) and Southampton Districts booklet "Engine Workings for Passenger and 
Freight Trains - Sundays". Card covers, 70pp, dated June 1962. Amendments added. £20

375 BR(S) Eastern District booklet "Engine Workings for Passenger and Freight Trains - Weekdays". 
Card covers, 269pp, dated September 1954. Covers and contents very worn. £20

376 BR(S) Eastern District booklet "Engine Workings for Passenger and Freight Trains - Sundays". 
Card covers, 59pp, dated September 1954. Covers and contents very worn. £20

377 BR(S) London (Western) District "Carriage Working Notice Steam Trains". 130pp dated June 
1958. £20

378 BR(S) London Central District "Carriage Working Notice Steam Trains". 68pp dated September 
1954. £10

379 BR(S) South Western Division "Carriage Working Notice EMU and Loco Operated Trains". 282pp 
dated July 1967. Slight foxing to covers. £10

380 BR(S) "Appendix to Carriage Working Notices - Electric Trains". 16pp dated June 1951. Plus 
similar dated June 1952, June 1953, June 1955. (4) £10

381 BR(S) London East and London Central Divisions "Appendix to Carriage Working Notice (Steam 
Trains)". 17pp dated May 1948. Plus similar dated May & September 1949, June 1950. (4) £10

382 BR(S) London West, Southern and Western Divisions "Appendix to Carriage Working Notice 
(Steam Trains)". 21pp dated May 1948. Plus similar dated September 1948 and September 1953. 
(3) £10

383 BR(S) South Western Division "Supplement to Carriage Working Notices (Loco-hauled Trains)". 
11pp dated September 1962. Plus similar dated June & September 1963, September 1964. (4) 
£10

384 BR(S) booklet "Victoria Platform & Carriage Working Programme". 67pp dated September 1964. 
Some damp staining to bottom edge of front cover and first few pages. £10

385 BR(S) London Central District WTT bound volume of sections A, B and WL. 900+pp in thick card 
covers, dated June 1958. £10

386 BR(W) Birmingham district DMU and local coach diagrams circa 1960s. 49 page foolscap sized 
typescript document. Some wear. £10

387 BR(W) London Division notice No.28 "Working of Diesel Units and Coaches (Local Passenger 
and Parcels Trains)". 79pp dated June 1961. £10

388 BR(W) section A WTT of passenger trains London District. 221pp dated September 1960. Plus 
similar dated June 1962 and WTT of freight trains dated June 1961. (3) £10

389 BR(W) booklet "Train Timing Computer - Freight Services C Headcode West of England area". 
Card covers, 18pp, dated 1957. Plus another similar. Also 3 similar for D Headcode freight 
services. (5) £10

390 BR(W) booklet "Train Timing Computer - Passenger A Services Paddington - Cardiff - Bristol 
Area". Card covers, 18pp, dated 1957. Plus another similar. Also similar for diesel loco hauled 
passenger services West of England area. (3) £10

391 BR(W) "Through Coach Working Programme and Passenger Train Loading and Stowing". Cloth 
covers (faded and creased), 461pp dated June 1964. £10

392 BR(W) Appendix to No.4 section of the service timetable covering the Bristol area. 177pp dated 
December 1948. Front cover darkened with age and with loss to bottom edge. £10

393 BR(M) Western Lines sections A, C, D, F & G WTT of passenger trains. 300+pp, dated September 
1961. Plus separate section D (London Suburban) and supplement No.8 dated May 1962. (3) £10

394 BR(M) Western Lines sections A, C, D, E, F, G, H, J & K WTT of freight trains. 800+pp, dated 
September 1961. Plus 4pp supplement No.1. £10

395 BR(M) Midland Lines sections A - J WTT of freight trains. 400+pp dated September 1964. £10
396 BR(M) Central Lines sections A-F WTT of passenger trains. 300+pp, dated September 1961. £10
397 BR(M) Central Lines sections A - H WTT of freight trains. 300+pp dated November 1959. £10
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398 BR(M) Western Lines "Shunting Engine and Local Trip Notice Birmingham (Western Lines) 
Divisional Manager's Area". 109pp dated September 1964. £10

399 BR(NE) sections A-H WTT of passenger trains. 200+pp dated June 1955. £10
400 BR(NE) sections A-F WTT of freight trains. 300+pp dated June 1960. Cover wear. £10
401 BR(NE) sections A-F WTT of freight trains. 300+pp dated June 1962. £10
402 BR(NE) sections Q-V WTT, 400+pp dated May 1948. £10
403 BR(E) Eastern Division bound volume of WTTs and alterations for the period around 1950. 

1000+pp bound without original covers into thick card covers. £50
404 BR(E) Western District bound volume of relief, excursion and special train arrangements circulars 

for 1950. 1000+pp in thick card covers. £10
405 BR(E) Western District bound volume of WTTs for sections A - D covering dates in 1950 and 

1951. Bound with supplements and circulars into thick card covers. £20
406 BR(E) Eastern Division sections J - M WTT including M&GN section. 300+pp in thick card covers 

dated June 1952. Supplements and circulars bound in. £10
407 BR(E) East Coast Main Line and GN Carriage Workings. 220pp in turquoise coloured hardback 

covers, dated May 1975. £10
408 BR(E) section G WTT Doncaster District. 176pp dated May 1948. Foxing and wear to covers. £10
409 BR(E) section N WTT Liverpool Street Suburban District. 212pp dated September 1948. £10
410 BR(ScR) sections 1 - 7 WTT of freight trains. 224pp dated September 1952. £10
411 BR(ScR) sections A-E WTT of passenger trains. 400+pp dated September 1961. Plus supplement 

No.4 dated March 1962. (2) £10
412 BR(ScR) sections A-E WTT of freight trains. 300+pp dated September 1961. Covers poor. £10
413 GNR(I) PTT dated September 1956. Illustrated covers showing railcar and steam hauled train, 

56pp plus fold out map. Plus similar CIE example dated Winter 1959/60. (2) £10
414 GNR(I) booklet "Tours by Road and Rail from Dublin and other centres - season 1956". Blue, 

black and white illustrated paperback covers showing single decker in country. 26pp. Plus similar 
for 1958 season showing view from carriage window. (2) £5

415 SL&NCR PTT booklet. Photo illustrated covers showing steam loco and railcar, 28pp dated June 
1957. Plus CDRJC (including Strabane and Letterkenny Railway) timetable booklet. Red print 
on yellow coloured covers showing railcar, dated October 1957. Plus seven Irish luggage labels 
including 4 Ballycastle Railway and 3 LMSR-NCC (duplication). £10

416 OFFICIAL GUIDE TO THE RAILWAYS OF THE USA. "Bradshaw" style timetable guide to 
American Railroad services. 1504pp published by the National Railway Publication Co and dated 
August 1957. £10

417 Pocket sized fold out public timetable for ISRAELI RAILWAYS. Small illustration of diesel loco on 
front. Dated May 1956. £10

418 RUSSIA. Russian railways guide and timetable booklet dated 1960. Illustrated guide to facilities 
with mainline timetables. Text in Russian. Plus six different glossy leaflets for services to 
destinations from Moscow. All dated 1960. (7) £10

419 QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS PTT booklet. Illustrated paperback covers showing diesel loco and 
train, 264pp plus fold out map, dated November 1954. Plus similar May 1953 with purple coloured 
covers showing steam loco. Tape repairs to covers and spine of second example. (2) £10

420 GOVERNMENT OF INDIA Railway Department "All India Timetable". Blue paperback covers, 
633pp plus adverts, dated April 1931. Covers worn, no map. £10

Lots 421 - 439: Handbills and Leaflets
421 CLEOBURY MORTIMER AND DITTON PRIORS LIGHT RAILWAY timetable handbill dated June 

1919. Folded, small tape repair on rear. £50
422 LSWR larger type timetable handbill "The New Line between Exmouth and Budleigh Salterton 

with an intermediate station at Littleham will be opened for passenger traffic from June 1st 1903". 
Printed on yellow paper. Folded. £50
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423 NORTH STAFFORDSHIRE RAILWAY AND COMMERCIAL CARS COMPANY handbill for 
pleasure trips from Stoke and Leek to Buxton by rail and motor char-a-banc via the Manifold 
Valley "Toy" railway. Printed on coloured paper, dated June 1909. Minor edge wear. £50

424 SR 1pp handbill "Closing of Lynton and Barnstaple Light Railway". Blue print listing stations on the 
line. Dated September 1935. Folded. £10

425 GCR handbill advertising Sheffield area "Weekly Zone Tickets". Blue and red print showing map 
of areas, dated September 1920. Minor edge faults, small loss top r/h corner. £10

426 Ten MIDLAND RAILWAY handbills, all for excursions from the Bradford and Sheffield areas to 
various locations including events in London, Birmingham, Newcastle Races, etc. All on coloured 
paper, dated 1870s. (10) £10

427 MIDLAND RAILWAY handbills for excursions to Matlock, Bromford Bridge (Birmingham races), 
Derby Races (torn). All 1904. Fragile. (3) £10

428 ALBUM containing 55 handbills including pre grouping, pre nat and preserved railway examples. 
Several early GWR noted. Condition various, some poor. (Qty) £10

429 Three GWR early, longer type, handbills. Festival of Empire Exhibition 1911, excursion to Weston 
super Mare 1910, excursion to London from Liverpool for various exhibitions 1897. Some edge 
wear to first example. (3) £10

430 Three SR multi page handbill type leaflets re excursions and tours on the IOW. Dated 1935 - 
1947. Plus BR(S) longer type handbill for cheap tickets from the IOW to Portsmouth dated 1955. 
(4) £10

431 SR. Twenty handbills and leaflets including a few multi page examples. Includes conducted 
excursion and European destination examples. Minor wear to some. (20) £10

432 LNER handbill for excursion from Shirebrook North and South to Heanor for the English Cup 
preliminary round football match between Heanor and Shirebrook, October 1925. Blue and black 
print with small football illustrations. £10

433 Three LNER handbills. Anglers' excursion from the Sheffield area to stations in Lincolnshire (4pp, 
June 1932, pin hole rust stains), cheap ticket facilities for football matches in northern England 
(8pp, 1928-29 season, rusty staples), cheap ticket facilities for football and rugby matches in 
northern England (8pp, 1925-26 season, rusty staples and rust stains). (3) £10

434 BR(W) single page typescript notice (or handbill) announcing that Lightmoor Platform will be 
operated as an unstaffed passenger halt from February 1956. £10

435 Five BR Camping Coaches items including Pullman Coaches 1964, Camping Coaches glossy 
leaflets 1959, 1964, Western region handbill of locations 1959, Railway Executive Southern 
region application for and details of coach types 1950. (5) £10

436 Four BR(S) larger type timetable handbills for passenger services from Lymington and Portsmouth 
and the IOW. Dated 1951 - 62. (4) £10

437 BR. Approx 28 handbills. Mostly multi page examples and smaller sized timetables. Various 
regions although mostly London Midland. (28) £10

438 Approx 30 BR folding handbill type timetables. Mostly LM and Eastern regions from the 1950s & 
60s. Mostly good condition. (30) £10

439 BR. Selection of approx 40 HANDBILLS. Various regions although many LM noted. Includes a 
few multi page examples. Dated 1950s & 60s. Mostly reasonable condition. (40) £10

Lots 440 - 443: Menus
440 LNER Restaurant Cars luncheon menu and wine list. 2pp thin card with menu and winking eye 

logo on front and wine list on rear. Undated. £10
441 Three LNER menus from the Royal Station Hotel, York. Each 1pp thin card with company coat 

of arms in blue at top. Dated 1935 & 36, including one for the LNER Traffic Apprentice's Dinner. 
Wear and folds to some. (3) £10

442 LNER North Eastern Area menu and programme for the Divisional General Manager's Office York 
"Coronation Year Staff Dinner and Party" at the Royal Station Hotel, York, 8th January 1937. 4pp 
thin card with coat of arms on front. Autographed by many staff members. £10
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443 LNER North Eastern Area menu for the Divisional General Manager's Office, York, 14th annual 
staff dinner and party at the Royal Station Hotel, York, January 1938. 4pp thin card with company 
coat of arms on front. £10

Lots 444 - 540: Official Publications, Guides Etc.
444 PULLMAN CAR COMPANY official guide book "Wonder City". 64pp guide to London and the 

events taking place in 1937. Coloured pictorial covers showing Beefeater. VGC. £20
445 SCARBOROUGH AND WHITBY RAILWAY COAST ROUTE official guide. Illustrated, sepia 

coloured paperback covers showing coastal scenes, 44pp dated 1894. Rear cover missing, 
staples removed, front cover worn. £10

446 MIDLAND RAILWAY French version of the 16pp fold out type leaflet The Most Interesting Route 
to the North. Photo illustration of St.Pancras on front, opens to show route map and timetable of 
principal services. Dated April 1904. Some wear, slight fading, small fold tears. £18

447 NER official publication "Summer Resorts - Yorkshire Coast". Coloured pictorial covers showing 
boats at sea. 46pp plus fold out map, dated 1896. Covers and map worn/poor. £10

448 GCR guide book "England's Latest Port - Immingham (Grimsby) Deep Water Dock". Gold and 
blue card covers, 44pp plus fold out map, circa 1912. Details facilities and charges. Map torn and 
detached, covers worn. £10

449 GCR official company notepaper "Great Central Railway Corridor Car Express En Route To " with 
coloured vignette of dining car. Unused. £10

450 SECR. 6pp illustrated leaflet commemorating the unveiling of the War Memorial at Dover Marine 
Station in October 1922. Folded and a little worn. £10

451 PROGRAMME for grand concerts by the Battersea SECR Loco Minstrels in June 1918 at the 
Parish Hall in Battersea. 4pp, folded and worn. £10

452 NORTH BRITISH RAILWAY official guide "The Beauties of Scotland". Illustrated covers showing 
guard and map on front of train. 283pp dated 1913. Rear cover and map missing, spine taped, 
creases and scuffs to front cover. £5

453 CALEDONIAN RAILWAY official publication "A Holiday in Scotland". Nice coloured pictorial 
covers showing company steamers and train, 56pp dated 1903. Covers dusty, some staining and 
foxing to inside covers. £10

454 CALEDONIAN RAILWAY official publication "Through Scotland by the Caledonian Railway". 
Coloured pictorial covers. 183pp, dated 1908. Some spine loss. £10

455 GER "Tourist Guide to The Continent" by Percy Lindley. Blue coloured illustrated covers, 167pp 
plus fold out map, dated 1898. A guide to continental destinations served by the company. Covers 
dusty. £10

456 GER Athletic Association programme for the first annual swimming gala held at Goulston Street 
Baths, Aldgate in July 1914. 8pp, folded and worn. £10

457 GER programme for the Continental Traffic Manager's staff 20th annual outing, visiting Paris, May 
22nd - 25th 1914. 4pp thin card opening to show travel details. Slightly worn. £10

458 Three GER booklets listing sailing times of continental services via Harwich. Each 12pp dated 
March, April and May 1920. Folded and worn. Plus 1pp handbill for the Railway Clerks' Association 
Liverpool Street branch annual branch meeting, December 1921. (4) £10

459 HOLIDAY HANDBOOKS. Two booklets produced in association with the GER. No.1 "A Trip To 
The Ardennes - A Fortnight in Belgium" 24pp, plus No.2 "Holidays in Holland" 32pp. Both with 
illustrated paperback covers. Circa 1890s. (2) £10

460 METROPOLITAN RAILWAY 18pp booklet "Season ticket Rates". Red print, dated December 
1916. £10

461 METROPOLITAN RAILWAY & LNER joint publication "Country Walks No. 1". Illustrated covers 
showing houses, 40pp, dated 1929. Rusty staples causing staining to pages. Some foxing to 
covers. £10

462 METROPOLITAN RAILWAY & LNER joint publication "Country Walks No. 2". Illustrated covers 
showing houses, 40pp, dated 1929. Some foxing to covers. £10
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463 GALLOWAY SALOON STEAM PACKET CO "Guide to the Forth, Leith to East Coast". Illustrated 
paperback covers showing major sights, 20pp plus adverts and fold out map, dated 1908. £10

464 GWR official publication "Souvenir of GWR Land Cruise (Number Four)". Brown and cream, 
ribbon bound card covers with illustration of motor coach, 24pp guide and itinerary of the cruise 
to North Wales, dated 1931. VGC. £10

465 GWR publication "Cornwall & its Wild Life". 28pp plus fold out map, circa 1920s. Contained in 
leather bound covers (maintaining original covers) with title and coat of arms in gold on front and 
gold edging to pages. VGC. £10

466 GWR publication "The Glories of the Thames from Lechlade to Kingston". 49pp plus plates, dated 
June 1923. Contained in leather bound covers (maintaining original covers) with title and coat of 
arms in gold on front and gold edging to pages. VGC. £10

467 GWR 16pp, centre folding brochure "Rail and Road" detailing excursions and timetables from 
Clevedon and Weston super Mare. Orange and black paperback covers showing loco and bus. 
Dated July 1938. Slight cover wear and owners name on front. £10

468 GWR 28pp centre folding brochure "Rail & Road" detailing times and fares for services in south 
Devon. Green and black illustrated covers showing queue at the booking office. Dated July 1933. 
Staples removed, some wear especially at fold. £10

469 GWR 4pp leaflet "Sulgrave Manor - the ancestral home of the Washingtons". Brown print with 
illustration of a painting of the manor on the front. Gives history and tour details. Undated, folded 
and small tears at folds. £10

470 GWR publication "A Corner of West Wales". Yapp edged card covers showing illustration of 
Kilgerran Castle, 12pp in fold-out style. Not dated. Rusty staples replaced. £16

471 GWR official publication "Holidays by GWR" dated 1931. Coloured pictorial covers show fisherman 
at quayside mending his nets. 63pp plus fold out map. Slightly rusty staples and marking to edges 
of covers. £10

472 GWR 12pp booklet "Organised Summer Outings to Devon including The River Dart - south east 
district". Green print with photo illustration of river at Dartmouth on front. Illustrated guide and 
timetable of tours, dated 1938 season. Very rusty staples. £10

473 GWR 12pp booklet "Organised Summer Outings to Devon including The River Dart - north west 
district". Paperback with photo illustration of river at Dartmouth on front. Illustrated guide and 
timetable of tours, dated 1938 season. Rusty staples. £10

474 LMS official publication "England The Land of History and Romance". LMS version of the Midland 
Railway guide. Grey and maroon card covers, 48pp fully illustrated guide published for the USA 
market circa 1920s. VGC. £10

475 LMS fold out brochure "The Best Way Between Liverpool and London etc - In Connection With 
Atlantic Steamers". Illustrated covers showing company hotels, opens to show system map with 
travel details on reverse. Produced for the American market and dated May 1928. Small edge and 
fold tears. Small stain on front. £10

476 LMS publication "Holidays by LMS". Illustrated covers showing map of country and photos of 
activities . 336pp dated 1947. VGC. £10

477 LMS booklet "Suggested Outings for Parties - London and district". Blue, yellow and black covers 
showing crowds leaving train, 24pp, circa 1930s. £10

478 LMS guide book "Happy Hiking - Combined Rail and Walking Tours by LMS". Brown and cream 
covers showing couple hiking. 96pp, circa 1930s. Covers foxed. £10

479 LMS guide book "North Wales. Its Mountains, Glens, Castles and Holiday Haunts" by Walter 
Gallichan. 166pp plus fold out map, fully illustrated, nice coloured pictorial covers showing coastal 
scene. Circa 1920s. Front cover detached. £10

480 LMS booklet "Tours in Lakeland". Maroon paperback covers, 48pp showing times and tours in the 
area. Dated June 1933. £10

481 LMS. Three centre folding, glossy type, colour leaflets. The Romance of Scotland (pictorial cover), 
The Romance of Scotland (tartan cover - detached and poor), The Washington Country. Circa 
1920s & 30s. (3) £10
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482 LMS. Three centre folding, glossy type, colour leaflets. Central Wales, The English Lakes (cover 
illustration by Norman Wilkinson), The English Lakes (cover illustration by Sparrow). Circa 1930s. 
Rusty staples removed from second example. (3) £10

483 LMS TEMPERANCE UNION smaller sized hanging calendar for 1950. 4pp thin card with sepia 
coloured photo of "The Deisel (sic) Locomotive No.10,000" on front. Good condition. £10

484 LNER large fold out type coloured brochure "1001 Travel Recipes" advertising official company 
publications for the 1934 season. Colour art deco covers showing sun and company express 
train. Some creasing but generally OK. £20

485 LNER official publication "Ports of the LNER 1935". Card covers with small illustration of ship 
in port, 172pp plus 40pp adverts and fold out maps. Spine missing, contents separated and 
detached, staining to covers. Needs re-binding. £10

486 LNER publication "Holiday Suggestions". Coloured pictorial covers by Austin Cooper showing girl 
sat on cliff top, 72pp guide to places served by the railway. Undated. Some wear to cover and 
contents. Annotations on front. £10

487 LNER Holiday Handbook 1936. 800+pp, coloured pictorial card cover showing Swallow. Covers 
very worn and creased. £10

488 LNER Holiday Handbook 1938. 932pp, coloured pictorial card cover by Frank Newbould showing 
children on beach. Creasing to corners of covers. £10

489 LNER booklet "Directory of Representatives". Red cloth covers, 89pp listing stations and 
representatives available. Dated January 1939. Mark on cover. £10

490 LNER 12pp fold out type leaflet "Weekly Holiday Season Tickets - Eastern Counties". Sepia 
coloured photo cover showing three girls looking out of carriage door window. Dated 1936 
season. £10

491 LNER official publication "Salmon & Trout Rivers" by Jock Scott. Coloured pictorial covers 
showing fisherman in river, 156pp plus plates and fold out map. Circa early 1930s. Tape repair to 
map, corner creasing to covers. £10

492 LNER 3pp catalogue for the Eastern Union Railway centenary exhibition at Ipswich, June 1936. 
Blue print listing exhibits. Horizontal fold. £10

493 LNER souvenir 8pp leaflet for the launch of ss Arnhem on November 1946. Coloured paperback 
covers showing the coat of arms of the LNER and the town of Arnhem. Blue print showing the 
deck plan and information regarding the ship. £10

494 LNER 16pp handbill type leaflet "Monthly Return Tickets 1d a mile third class". Coloured covers 
showing signal. Details services from London Main Line and Suburban stations, January 1936. 
Plus similar for half day excursions from the same area, yellow and brown covers dated October 
1935 and red and blue covers with smiling sun dated September 1936. (3) £10

495 LNER leaflet "Special Inclusive Arrangements for spending a weekend on the continent for parties 
of Juvenile Boy Scouts, Scholars, Girl Guides, etc via Harwich". 8pp printed on salmon coloured 
paper, dated 1936 season. Scuff on front cover. £10

496 LNER booklet "Interesting Notes For Passengers Between London and Scotland". Green and 
white covers, 12pp dated July 1936. Plus similar in red and white covers dated September 1936. 
Covers of both worn/grubby. (2) £10

497 LNER 24pp handbill type leaflet "Day Trips & Hikes". Orange and blue covers show couple. 
Details services from London Main Line and Suburban stations, July 1936. £10

498 LNER 24pp handbill type leaflet "Day Trips & Hikes". Red, yellow and black covers show 
silhouetted couple. Details services from London Main Line and Suburban stations, September 
1936. Small area of wear top r/h corner of cover. £10

499 LNER Scottish Area official publication "Collection and delivery services - the LNER rail - road 
link between city, village and farm". Coloured pictorial covers showing map over company flat bed 
lorry. 52pp plus fold out map, dated 1936. Minor foxing to covers. £10

500 LNER publicity booklet "Holiday Guide to Eastern Counties" published as No.2 in the Holiday 
Guide series. Coloured pictorial covers show fisherman and girl in bikini. 56pp fully illustrated 
guide, dated 1936. Foxing to covers, slightly rusty staples. £10
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501 LNER paperback booklet "Clyde Coast via Craigendoran". Coloured pictorial covers showing 
paddle steamer and yacht, 28pp timetable of services, tours and excursions. Dated June 1936. 
£10

502 LNER 64pp booklet "Circular Tours by Rail, Road & Steamer in England & Scotland". Pictorial 
coloured covers by Newbould showing train against castle and harbour backdrop. Fold-out map, 
dated 1936. Covers detached. £10

503 LNER publicity booklet "Holiday Guide to North East England" published as No.3 in the Holiday 
Guide series. Coloured pictorial covers show man and woman on beach. 32pp fully illustrated 
guide, dated 1936. Slightly rusty staples. £10

504 LNER official publication "England & Scotland" by Dell Leigh. Red, yellow and black coloured 
pictorial card covers show ruined abbey, 64pp plus fold-out map, dated 1936. Guide to the various 
areas of Britain served by the company. Minor annotations on cover, otherwise good. Plus LNER 
publication "On Either Side" for features between King's Cross and Scotland. Orange, turquoise, 
yellow and black pictorial covers by Frank Newbould, dated 1936. (2) £10

505 LNER official publication "New Ways for British Holidays - Lincolnshire and the Dukeries". Brown 
and turquoise covers showing map of country and Lincolnshire area. 32pp plus fold-out map and 
supplement in front pocket. Dated 1936. VGC. £10

506 LNER official publication "New Ways for British Holidays - Durham and Northumberland". 
Black and red covers showing map of country and north east area. 32pp plus fold-out map, no 
supplement. Dated 1936. Covers a little dusty, otherwise OK. £10

507 LNER official publication "New Ways for British Holidays - East Anglia". Blue and red covers 
showing map of country and East Anglia area. 40pp, no map or supplement. Dated 1936. Dusty 
covers detached at rusty staples. £10

508 LNER official publication "New Ways for British Holidays - Yorkshire Coast". Blue and red covers 
showing map of country and Yorkshire area. 32pp plus fold-out map and supplement in front 
pocket. Dated 1936. Covers detached and worn, spine taped. £10

509 LNER official publication "New Ways for British Holidays - Yorkshire Dales". Maroon and green 
covers showing map of country and Dales area. 32pp plus fold-out map, no supplement, dated 
1936. Covers dusty, staples removed. £10

510 LNER Musical Society programme for the concert of carols and other music held at the Queen's 
Hall London, December 1936. 24pp in illustrated paperback covers. Spine taped. covers worn. 
£10

511 LNER publication "Scarborough - its quicker by Rail". Brown and orange photo illustrated covers, 
18pp illustrated guide to the resort dated 1936. Staining and wear to covers and most pages. £10

512 LNER official publication "Where To-Day?" covering the Scarborough district, 16pp fully illustrated 
guide to the area with centre page timetable dated July 1936. VGC. £10

513 LNER official publication "Goods Train Services" detailing departure and arrival times of freight 
traffic. 32pp, with nice coloured pictorial covers by Frank Newbould showing freight train, dated 
October 1928. Covers dusty and stamped 'File Copy'. £10

514 LNER souvenir booklet "Doncaster Plant Works" issued for the visit of members of the Institution 
of Locomotive Engineers to the plant in June 1927. Card covers with photo of A3 on front, 13pp 
plus plates and fold out plan. Plus similar 1930s example of the booklet with photo illustration of 
A4 on front. (2) £10

515 LNER. Three centre-folding, coloured brochures: "Looking at England", "Scotland" and "Colorful 
England and Scotland". Circa 1930s, VGC. (3) £10

516 Four LNER official publications in the "via Harwich" series. "Belgium and Luxemburg via 
Harwich", "Germany via Harwich", "Holland via Harwich", "Walcheren (Holland) via Harwich". All 
with woodcut type illustrated covers and dated 1936. (4) £10

517 Five LNER official publications in the "via Harwich" series. "Belgium via Harwich", "Luxemburg 
via Harwich" (x2), "Germany via Harwich", "Holland via Harwich". All with woodcut type illustrated 
covers and dated 1937. All with rusty staples. (5) £10
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518 LNER. Seven guides published in the early 1920s "Holidays" series. Each with white covers 
with small colour illustration relating to area covered. The West Highlands, Edinburgh and the 
Lowlands, Tynedale and the Roman Wall, Aberdeenshire and the Moray Firth, Lincolnshire, 
Durham County, Buckinghamshire and the Chilterns. Darkening of covers on some examples. (7) 
£10

519 Three LNER official publications in the Rambles series. "Rambles in Lincolnshire", "Rambles in 
Nottinghamshire and The Dukeries", "Rambles in Cambridgeshire". All with pictorial covers and 
fold out maps. Undated. (3) £10

520 Seven LNER official guide book type publications. Four Yorkshire Dales, Historic Places, Yorkshire 
Coast and Moors (x2), Hotels in England and Scotland, Isle of Skye via Mallaig, Clyde and Loch 
Lomond Sailings. (7) £10

521 SR souvenir booklet "Anno Domini MCMXXXIII" issued for the opening of the King George V 
Graving Dock at Southampton, July 1933. Yapp edged coloured card covers showing the SR coat 
of arms. 28pp fully illustrated guide showing how the docks were built. £10

522 SOUTHERN RAILWAY official publication "Southampton Docks - Handbook of Rates, Charges 
and General Information". 176pp plus adverts and map. Green and gold card covers showing 
coat of arms. Dated 1933. £10

523 SOUTHERN RAILWAY official publication "Southampton Docks - Handbook of Rates, Charges 
and General Information". 121pp plus adverts and map (detached). Green and yellow card 
covers, dated 1947. £10

524 SOUTHERN RAILWAY 8pp brochure "Southampton Docks owned and managed by the Southern 
Railway". Photo illustrated paperback covers showing liner in docks. Fully illustrated guide to 
the activities of the docks. Dated 1947. Plus similar 1948 edition with reference to the Southern 
Railway on the cover crossed out. (2) £10

525 SR official publication "Hints for Holidays 1939". Coloured pictorial covers showing young child on 
beach. 944pp, good condition. £10

526 SR guide book "Hints for Holidays 1947". Coloured pictorial covers by Frank Sherwin showing 
seagulls. 368pp VGC. £10

527 SR smaller sized 8pp leaflet "Royal Ascot - 45 minutes from London - non stop trains and special 
fares". Green print, dated 1933. Slightly rusty staples. £10

528 SR official publication "West Country Holidays" by S.P.B. Mais. Coloured pictorial card covers 
showing beach scene, 40pp plus fold out map, dated 1930. £10

529 SR official publication "Devon and Cornish Days". Colour illustrated travelogue describing the 
major West Country towns. Hardback with illustrated front cover, 63pp plus map. No dust jacket. 
£5

530 SR magazine "Victory Number". May 1945 issue with blue, black and red covers showing 
company loco, EMU and ship. 16pp. Plus 8pp "Victory Issue" open letter from the chairman and 
images from the years of war. Both folded and a little worn. £10

531 SR official publication "Fishing in the South". Describes fishing centres and SR stations that serve 
them. 208pp plus map, illustrated covers, undated. £10

532 SR 82pp booklet "Holiday Tickets from London to South Coast, West of England, etc". Coloured 
pictorial paperback covers by Horace Taylor, dated July 1931. Some cover wear. £10

533 SR official publication "The Passing Scene - London, Portsmouth, Isle of Wight". Slightly smaller 
hardback version with illustrated covers, 24pp "along the line" type guide, published 1938. £10

534 BR(W) Naming Ceremony Brochure for "Evening Star". Illustrated card covers, 8pp, dated 18th 
March 1960. VGC. £10

535 HOTELS EXECUTIVE smaller sized 4pp illustrated leaflet "Great Northern Station Hotel 
Peterborough". Photo illustration of hotel on front, opening to show tariff with information on rear. 
Dated October 1949. Plus similar for the Great Northern Station Hotel Leeds. (2) £10

536 BR. Eight centre folding, glossy type, colour leaflets. The Yorkshire Dales, Clyde Coast and Loch 
Lomond, The English Lakes, Cornwall, Essex, Suffolk, Norfolk, Devon. Circa early 1950s. (8) £10
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537 BR. Seven centre folding, glossy type, colour leaflets. The Yorkshire Dales, Scotland, Clyde Coast 
and Loch Lomond (2 different), Through the Trossachs, Yorkshire, Devon. Circa early 1950s. (7) 
£10

538 BELFAST & COUNTY DOWN RAILWAY "Official Guide to County Down Tourist District". Green 
clothbound card covers illustrated with views of Bangor and company loco, 232pp plus adverts 
and fold-out map. Dated 1898. Good condition. £10

539 FEDERATED MALAY STATES RAILWAYS guide and information book for travellers. Coloured 
pictorial paperback covers, 124pp plus fold out maps, dated 1921. Spine poor, covers loose and 
dusty. £10

540 ARGENTINE & CHILEAN TRANSANDINE RAILWAY centre folding brochure for the line between 
Buenos Aires and Valparaiso. 12pp illustrated guide with centre page map. Circa late 1930s, Text 
in English. Covers worn and some foxing. £10

Lots 541 - 572: Bus, Tram and London Transport Items
(For Badges and Pocket Maps, go to Small Items of Ephemera Section)

541 MANCHESTER CORPORATION TRANSPORT timetable booklet. Red white and blue covers 
with illustration of bus and clock tower, 272pp dated February 1952. Plus company faretable 
dated October 1964. (2) £10

542 EASTERN COUNTIES OMNIBUS COMPANY Eastern area timetable booklet dated June 1956. 
Red and white covers, 396pp plus fold out map. £10

543 EASTERN COUNTIES OMNIBUS COMPANY Western area timetable booklet dated June 1956. 
Red and white covers, 256pp plus fold out map. £10

544 HALIFAX PASSENGER TRANSPORT DEPARTMENT time and faretable booklet. Blue 
paperback covers with illustration of company double decker, 144pp dated February 1955. Date 
annotated on cover. Plus company faretable booklet, also dated 1955. (2) £10

545 MIDLAND RED Leicester area timetable booklet. Black and red covers with small illustration of 
single decker, 296pp, dated February 1931. Tear to one advertising page. £10

546 MIDLAND RED Worcester area timetable booklet. Black and red covers with small illustration of 
single decker, 152pp, dated January 1932. Staining to corner of pages. £10

547 MIDLAND RED Leamington Spa area timetable booklet. Coloured pictorial covers showing 
various company vehicles, 320pp dated May 1937. £10

548 MIDLAND RED Shrewsbury area timetable booklet. Maroon and red covers, 120pp dated June 
1947. £10

549 MIDLAND RED Birmingham area timetable booklet. Coloured pictorial covers showing company 
single decker, 436pp dated January 1946. Tear to bottom edge of cover and scuff to spine. £10

550 CHATHAM & DISTRICT TRACTION COMPANY official timetable booklet dated February 1950. 
Orange paperback covers with illustration of company double-decker on front, 33pp, good 
condition. £10

551 MIDLAND RED published "Map of Midland Red Routes - Where to Go and What to See". Fold 
out type with coloured pictorial covers showing company bus. Opens to show coloured map with 
guide to area on reverse. Circa 1930s. VGC. £10

552 MIDLAND RED tour guide booklet "Ten Days Devon and Cornwall Coach Cruise". Coloured 
pictorial covers showing Torquay harbour. 64pp, circa early 1950s. Covers worn. £10

553 Three GLASGOW CORPORATION TRANSPORT items. Rule book for bus drivers and 
conductors. 160pp in green hardback covers with corporation crest on front. Plus two VP official 
timetable booklets dated December 1959 and April 1955. (3) £10

554 TRAMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing trams in Scotland, mostly Glasgow and 
Edinburgh, circa 1930s - 50s. Reasonable quality. (100) £10

555 STEAM TRAMS. Approx 95 postcard sized B&W photos showing steam trams at various 
locations. Circa 1900s/20s. Reasonable quality. (65) £10

556 TROLLEYBUSES. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing London Transport 
trolleybuses including street scene and close up views. Reasonable quality. (100) £10
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557 LCC TRAMWAYS pocket map and guide. Blue and green illustrated covers showing York Water 
Gate, dated May 1933. £10

558 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "434 EAST GRINSTEAD DORMANSLAND 
EDENBRIDGE". Black lettering on white, ex stop condition. £10

559 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "439 GUILDFORD". Black lettering on white, 
ex stop condition. £10

560 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "426A IFIELD STATION". Black lettering on 
white, small enamel loss and rust top edge. £10

561 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "352 BEFORE 09.00 HRS". Black lettering on 
white, ex stop condition. £10

562 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "343 SPECIAL JOURNEYS ONLY". Black 
lettering on white, ex stop condition. £10

563 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "341 SPECIAL JOURNEYS ONLY". Black 
lettering on white, ex stop condition. £10

564 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "446 SPECIAL JOURNEYS ONLY". Black 
lettering on white, ex stop condition. £10

565 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "467A SUNDAY". Red lettering on white, ex 
stop condition. £10

566 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "443 MON - SAT". Black lettering on white, ex 
stop condition. £10

567 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "468 FARE STAGE". Black lettering on white, 
some underlying rust. £10

568 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "342 SATURDAY". Black lettering on white, ex 
stop condition. £10

569 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "346 FARE STAGE 346A FARE STAGE". 
Black lettering on white, ex stop condition. £10

570 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "442 MON - SAT". Black lettering on white, ex 
stop condition. £10

571 LONDON TRANSPORT tube stock enamel fleet number "7001". White numerals on black, 6½" x 
1½", VGC. Plus similar with number "17001". (2) £10

572 Seven bus FLEET NUMBER plates. Embossed metal type plates from Bristol manufactured RE 
and Lodekka types owned by Eastern National and Bristol Omnibus Co. Each plate accompanied 
by a colour or B&W photo of the vehicle. £10

Lots 573 - 587: Ian Allan "ABC" and Similar Publications
573 IAN ALLAN ABC COMBINED VOLUME dated October 1961. Hardback covers show photo of 

diesels on shed. 264pp, no underlining, slight cover delamination. £10
574 IAN ALLAN ABC COMBINED VOLUME dated November 1964. Laminated hardback covers 

show class 47 loco. No underlining. Plus Sydenham published Nameplates of the GWR 
Locomotives circa 1940s. (2) £10

575 IAN ALLAN ABC Combined Volume dated February 1969. No underlinings. £10
576 IAN ALLAN ABC Combined Volumes. November 1959, April 1965, August 1966, December 

1967. All underlined, varying condition. (4) £10
577 IAN ALLAN ABC booklets. SR locos November 1946, SR locos and electrics April 1946, SR 

electrics April 1944, BR(S) locos January 1949. No underlinings but rusty staples removed from 
some. (4) £10

578 IAN ALLAN ABC booklets. SR locos October 1943, November 1945, July 1947, January 1948. No 
underlinings but rusty staples removed and replaced. Missing and detached pages in November 
1945 example. (4) £10

579 IAN ALLAN ABC booklets. GWR locos October 1943, April 1944, June 1946, LNER locos 
December 1945. No underlinings but rusty staples removed. (4) £10
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580 IAN ALLAN ABC booklets. SR locos April 1943, July 1943, June 1944, June 1945. No underlinings 
but rusty staples removed. (4) £10

581 IAN ALLAN ABC booklets. LNER locos November 1943, 1948, BR(E) locos October 1948. No 
underlinings, slight wear to first two examples. (3) £10

582 Three IAN ALLAN ABC booklets for London Transport Railways. Dated 1950, 1957, 1960. Plus 
ABC of Irish Locomotives dated 1949. All unmarked. (4) £10

583 Six IAN ALLAN ABC booklets for London Transport Buses & Coaches. Dated 1948, 1950, 1951, 
1952, 1958, 1960. All unmarked, cover wear to some. (6) £10

584 Nine IAN ALLAN ABC bus fleets booklets. East Kent 1949, Bristol 1949 & 1960, Birmingham 
City Buses 1959, Ribble 1952, 1959, 1961, Southdown 1950, Maidstone & District 1950. All 
unmarked. (9) £10

585 Eight IAN ALLAN ABC British Bus Fleets booklets. South Eastern Area (three different), 
Yorkshire Municipal, South Central Area, East Anglian Area, East Midlands Area, Lancashire. All 
with Wolstenholme cover illustration showing double decker and trolleybus. Issued 1956 - 60, all 
good unmarked condition. (8) £10

586 Nine IAN ALLAN ABC British Bus Fleets booklets. South Central Area (two different), Yorkshire 
Municipal, East Anglian Area, Midlands Area, West of England (two different), Yorkshire Company 
Operators, North Eastern Area. All with photo cover illustrations, issued 1961 - 64, all good 
unmarked condition. (9) £10

587 Eight IAN ALLAN ABC British Bus Fleets booklets. London Coach Operators, London Transport, 
Bristol, Midland Red, North Western Area, South Wales, Crosville, Glasgow Corporation. All with 
photo cover illustrations, issued 1962 - 64, all good unmarked condition. (8) £10

Lots 588 - 616: Small Items of Ephemera

 

Please note: all items marked "BTC" (Buyer To Collect) must be collected from us.
588 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE rule book. Leather bound hardback covers with title in gold on 

front. 392pp plus index, dated January 1916. Covers rubbed and bumped, spine poor and faded. 
Index page detached. £10

589 SOUTH YORKSHIRE JOINT LINE COMMITTEE rule book. White, clothbound hardback covers 
with title in black on front, 20pp dated 1927. £10

590 NER Rule Book dated 1898. 168pp, clothbound hardback covers with title on label on front. 
Covers rubbed but OK. £10

591 NBR rule book. Clothbound hardback covers with title and coat of arms in gold on front, 208pp 
dated 1921. Spine faded. £10

592 GNR rule book dated 1904. 245pp, maroon hardback clothbound covers with title stamped into 
front. £10

593 GNR rule book dated 1910. 232pp, black hardback clothbound covers with title stamped into 
front. Covers creased. £10

594 GER rule book. Clothbound hardback covers, 192pp, 1915 reprint of 1904 issue. Signs of use. £10
595 GER rule book for marine staff of the company's steamboats. Clothbound hardback covers with 

title in gold on front, 16pp dated 1908. Covers detached. £10
596 CARDIFF RAILWAY publication "Whistle Book". 40pp listing locations and locomotive whistle 

codes. Clothbound card covers with title in gold on front, dated 1898. VGC. £12

Security Notice
For security reasons, small items of railwayana and ephemera, labels, 

postcards, photographs and negatives may only be viewed under the strict 
supervision of the stewards on viewing day at Stoneleigh.
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597 MIDLAND RAILWAY rule book type booklet "July 1904 Comparative Speeds of Express Trains 
No.14". Clothbound hardback covers with title in gold on front, 51pp. £10

598 LONDON AND BIRMINGHAM RAILWAY pocket sized time and faretable booklet. Paperback, 
32pp dated February 1839. No map, some damage to last two or three pages. £10

599 EASTERN COUNTIES AND NORFOLK AND EASTERN UNION RAILWAYS time and faretable 
dated April 1848. Pocket sized, 24pp with title on label on front. £10

600 ROMNEY HYTHE & DYMCHURCH RAILWAY official guide and timetable. Pocket sized, orange 
paperback covers, 8pp dated July 1929. £10

601 GWR bookmark "The Cornish Riviera". 7½" x 2½" with full colour multi view front and route map 
on rear. Slight creasing at top and bottom, otherwise OK. £10

602 LNER GE Section pocket sized booklet "Cheap Return Tickets from and to Seaside and Country". 
Coloured pictorial paperback covers showing country and coastal scene, 62pp dated May 1930. 
£10

603 LNER pocket sized booklet "Newcastle upon Tyne and the Royal Station Hotel - souvenir and 
tariff". Red card covers, 20pp, photo illustrations of hotel with guide to local sights. Dated March 
1936. £10

604 LNER pocket sized booklet "Royal Victoria Station Hotel Sheffield - souvenir and tariff". Red card 
covers, 16pp, photo illustrations of hotel with guide to local sights. Dated January 1936. £10

605 BIGGS published "Prince Albert's New Railway Map of England and Wales showing all the lines". 
Pocket sized coloured map dmf into clothbound hardback covers. Dated 1844. Covers poor with 
front detached. Map OK. £10

606 MIDLAND RAILWAY diagram section of the Settle & Carlisle Line. Pocket sized, cloth backed, 
opening to 24" x 8". Undated, small fold tears and wear. £10

607 WILLOX J. "Guide to the Edinburgh and Glasgow Railway". Pocket sized, clothbound hardback 
covers with title in gold on front, 136pp, published in Edinburgh in 1842. Tape repairs to worn 
covers. £10

608 MORRISON'S GUIDE to the Glasgow, Greenock & Ayrshire Railway. Pocket size, clothbound 
covers with title in gold on front. 134pp published in 1841. Some wear, bindings loose. £10

609 PARRY'S RAILWAY COMPANION from Chester to Holyhead. Clothbound boards with title and 
small illustration of loco and train on front. 154pp plus adverts and fold out map, circa 1848. Some 
cover wear. £10

610 JT NORRIS published "A Guide to the Great Western Railway as far as Reading". Pocket sized, 
blue paperback covers, 111pp plus fold out map, dated 1839. Covers nearly detached. £10

611 WYLD'S LONDON AND BIRMINGHAM RAILROAD GUIDE dated 1838. Pocket sized hardback 
book, 179pp plus map. Covers worn and partially detached. £10

612 SCOTT'S "Railway Companion to the Newcastle & Carlisle Railway", Pocket sized, card covers, 
111p plus fold out map, published 1839. End pages replaced. £10

613 CHARLES NICHOL'S "Guide to the Leeds and Manchester, Manchester and Liverpool, North 
Midland, Midland Counties, York and North Midland, Hull and Selby and Great North of England 
Railways". Pocket sized 20pp timetable dated 1841. Some contemporary press cuttings added, 
some cover wear. £10

614 J.R.JOBBINS published "London and Brighton Railway Guide". Pocket sized, hardback 
clothbound covers with title and illustration of 2-2-2 loco on front. 54pp plus adverts and fold out 
maps. 2nd edition dated September 1841. Bindings very loose. £10

615 LMS station platform lamp paper label "Gretna". Black print on yellow, 8½" x 3½", unused. £10
616 Twelve BR(E) invitation type cards to various events including inspection visit to SS Avalon, MV 

Cambridge Ferry, annual Christmas concert, etc. Many similar types in various languages. All 
unused, mostly dated 1963. (12) £10

Lots 617 - 667: Tickets
617 PORT TALBOT RAILWAY & DOCKS CO first class all stations free pass. Leather covers with 

coat of arms in gold on front. Issued 1922. £10
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618 RHONDDA & SWANSEA BAY RAILWAY first class free pass. Leather covers with coat of arms 
in gold on front. Issued 1922. £10

619 SWANSEA IMPROVEMENTS AND TRAMWAYS CO Mumbles Railway & Pier Section first class 
season ticket for use between Swansea and Pier. Card covers with title on front. Issued 1902. 
Creased and worn. £10

620 STOCKTON AND DARLINGTON RAILWAY second class free ticket for use between Crook and 
Middlesborough. Leather covers with company initials in gold on front. Issued 1849. £10

621 GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY first class all stations free pass. Leather covers with coat of arms 
in gold on front. Issued to A. Haynes of the Furness Railway and dated 1922. £10

622 MERSEY RAILWAY COMPANY first class all stations free pass. Leather covers with coat of arms 
in gold on front. Issued to A. Haynes of the Furness Railway and dated 1923. £10

623 GW & LMS JOINT third class trader's season ticket for use between various stations in the 
Swansea, Bridgend, Carmarthen, Pembroke Dock, etc area. Clothbound covers, issued to 
Liptons grocers and dated 1937. £10

624 LMS member's ticket for the first class club saloon of the Manchester Victoria - Blackpool North 
Travelling Club. Leather covers with coat of arms in gold on front. Unissued, dated 1939. £10

625 GWR season ticket for a tricycle of the Eldorado Ice Cream Company accompanied by a member 
of staff in uniform between Plymouth and Ivybridge. Clothbound card, issued 1938. £10

626 LNER first class free pass for stations in the Scottish area. Leather covers with coat of arms in 
gold on front. Issued 1933. £10

627 SOUTHERN RAILWAY first class all stations and steamers free pass. Leather covers with title in 
gold on front. Issued to C.E. Denny of the Erie Railroad and dated 1931 - 32. £10

628 CAMPBELTOWN AND MACHRIHANISH LIGHT RAILWAY season ticket for use between 
Campbeltown and Machrihanish. Clothbound hardback covers with stations in gold on front. 
Issued 1928. Some wear at fold. £10

629 DAVID MACBRAYNE cabin free pass. Leather covers with coat of arms in gold on front. Issued 
1923. £10

630 CORK & MACROOM DIRECT RAILWAY first class all stations free pass. Card covers with coat 
of arms on front. Issued to SC Little of the SL&NCR and dated 1924. £10

631 DUBLIN AND SOUTH EASTERN RAILWAY first class all stations free pass. Leather covers with 
coat of arms in gold on front. Issued to SC Little of the SL&NCR and dated 1924. £10

632 CAVAN AND LEITRIM RAILWAY first class all stations free pass. Leather covers with coat of 
arms in gold on front. Issued to Col Campbell of the SL&NCR and dated 1921. £10

633 SL&NCR first class free pass. Leather covers with coat of arms in gold on front. Issued to T. 
Richardson chairman of the B&CDR and dated 1922. £10

634 CITY OF LANCASTER EDUCATION COMMITTEE 4pp thin card ticket and instructions for an 
educational visit to the Empire Exhibition, Glasgow on 24th June 1938 by train from Lancaster 
Castle station to Ibrox station. Plus similar for trip on June 23rd 1939. (2) £10

635 BLACKPOOL & FLEETWOOD TRAMROAD COMPANY free pass. Leather covers with title in 
gold on front. Issued to A. Haynes of the Furness Railway and dated 1918. £10

636 SWINDON, MARLBOROUGH & ANDOVER RAILWAY "Train Staff Ticket" for use on a "Down" 
train. Blue coloured circular thin card ticket, used 1884. A little grubby. £10

637 HUNDRED OF MANHOOD & SELSEY TRAMWAY CO "Train Staff Ticket" for use between 
Chichester and Sidlesham. Pink coloured paper ticket used 1934. £10

638 SWINDON, MARLBOROUGH & ANDOVER RAILWAY "Train Staff Ticket" issued for use 
between Swindon Junction and Swindon Town. Purple coloured paper ticket, used 1883. A little 
grubby. £10

639 MIDLAND RAILWAY train staff ticket for use on the Kettering & Huntingdon branch from Thrapston 
to Cranford Sidings West. Thin card, circular, unused. Print date 1901. £10

640 Four BR(M) Cromford and High Peak Line "Train Staff Tickets" for use from Hopton Top to 
Longcliffe. Pink coloured paper. Unused. (4) £10
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641 CHEMIN DE FER DU MIDI first class free pass issued to Sir Nigel Gresley. Thin card with 
decorative cover, opening to show map of lines. Issued 1937. VGC. £30

642 CHEMIN DE FER DU MIDI first class free pass issued to Sir Ralph Wedgwood. Thin card with 
decorative cover, opening to show map of lines. Issued 1937. VGC. £30

643 WESTERN AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS first class season ticket for "All Lines 
including Road Bus". Red leather covers with title in gold on front. Issued 1955, stamped 
'cancelled'. Plus similar season ticket for use between Rivervale and Perth in black leather 
covers, issued 1955 and stamped 'cancelled'. VGC. (2) £10

644 RAHWAY VALLEY RAILROAD all stations pass. Thin card, issued to A Haynes of the Furness 
Railway and dated 1920. £10

645 SOUTHERN RAILWAY first class weekly season ticket for use between all stations on the Isle of 
Wight. White card, issued 1930. £10

646 GWR card ticket for supplementary charge for a single journey on the streamlined rail car between 
Birmingham and Cardiff. Issued. £10

647 GWR four part, thin card ticket for the British Medical Association centenary meeting 1932, rail 
and motor coach tour from Paddington to Warwick and Stratford upon Avon. Yellow and black 
print, postcard sized, unused. £10

648 YORK AND NORTH MIDLAND RAILWAY unused paper ticket for a journey from Church Fenton. 
Printed on blue paper, dated 18xx, counterfoil attached. £10

649 NER "Golfers' Railway Ticket". Paper warrant (counterfoil attached) for use to travel to destination 
for the purpose of playing golf. Dated 189x, unissued. £10

650 ISLE OF WIGHT RAILWAY COMPANY Brading Harbour Embankment Road and Works paper 
type 1d toll ticket for use by "one person or perambulator or wheelbarrow including person in 
charge or ox, cow, pig, sheep or other animal". Folded. £10

651 LMS North Staffordshire Section paper type weekly ticket for the "Rudyard Lake Fishery". 
Unissued. £10

652 SOUTHWOLD RAILWAY paper ticket for one bicycle accompanied by passenger. Orange paper, 
issued from Southwold in 1904. £10

653 GER first class "Surgeon's Pass". Paper type ticket for use by a doctor to visit a sick member of 
the GER Provident Society. Dated 188x, unissued. £10

654 Five BR(S) 3rd class Holiday Runabout tickets for the Isle of Wight. One unissued for Monday - 
Friday use and four issued Sunday - Friday tickets dated 1954 & 55. (5) £10

655 APPROX 20 half and 7 whole Edmondson tickets. Mostly pre nat issues including LNER York 1d 
platform ticket. Varying condition, faults to many. £10

656 TICKETS. Sixteen whole Edmondson type tickets including LMS-NCC Ballymena platform, BR 
red diamond platforms from Kentish Town, Whitby Town, Tonbridge, Winchester City and various 
travel tickets from BR, LNER, SR. Many issued. (16) £10

657 TICKETS. Small quantity of mostly BR, LT and preserved railways tickets. Whole Edmondson, 
season ticket, paper and roll types noted. (Qty) £10

658 TICKETS. Small quantity of mostly BR and preserved railways tickets. Whole Edmondson, 
season ticket, paper and roll types noted. (Qty) £10

659 Large quantity of tickets, mostly APTIS type. (Qty) £10
660 Very large quantity of card and paper type UK and overseas rail tickets of various types. Should 

be viewed. (Qty) £10
661 Over 250 whole Edmondson BICYCLE STORAGE TICKETS for Brooklands station. Includes 

MSJ&AR horizontal and vertical issues plus BR. All issued and dated. (Qty) £10
662 Over 1500 BR, pre-nat and joint lines whole Edmondson TRAVEL TICKETS including closed 

stations. Issued and audit. Includes some NCR21s. (Qty) £10
663 Over 1200 whole Edmondson PLATFORM TICKETS. Mostly BR red and green diamond issues 

but including a few pre-nat examples. (Qty) £10
664 Over 1000 whole Edmondson AUDIT TICKETS including examples from Liverpool Overhead 

Railway, IOMR, SL&NCR, CDRJC. (Qty) £10
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665 Shoebox containing large quantity (many 100s) of BR and LT PLATFORM TICKETS. Various 
types including Edmondson, AA, Beam and longer card types. (Qty) £10

666 BUS TICKETS. Large quantity of various types although many Ultimatic and punch types noted. 
Duplication. (Qty) £10

667 Quantity of FERRY & STEAMER tickets. Various types including paper, thin card and roll type. 
Various locations, worth sorting. (Qty) £10

Lots 668 - 771: Badges, Buttons and Small Hardware Items
668 MIDLAND RAILWAY enamel and nickel uniform cap badge. Oval with ornate border and griffin 

image in centre above number "135", surrounded by red enamel. Lug fastening, manufactured by 
Gaunt. VGC. £10

669 LB&SCR Loco Dept uniform cap badge. Brass, 2¼" x 1½", oval shape showing 0-4-4 loco. 
Thought to be later Southern Railway copy. Good used condition. £10

670 METROPOLITAN RAILWAY 35 Years Service badge in red, white, blue, green and black enamel 
on gilt showing company name surrounding coat of arms. 1¼" diameter, fob watch chain type 
design. Some wear to gilt, generally OK. £10

671 METROPOLITAN RAILWAY 40 Years Service badge in red, white, blue, green and black enamel 
on gilt showing company name surrounding coat of arms. 1¼" diameter, button hole type, some 
loss of gilt. £10

672 BR(E) gilt and dark blue enamel, lion over wheel, uniform cap badge "Inspector". Wear to gilt. £10
673 BR(S) chrome and green enamel fishtail type uniform cap badge "Porter". Colour a little dull. £10
674 BR(S) chrome and green enamel totem type uniform cap badge "Porter". Good condition. Plus 

another similar. (2) £10
675 BR(E) nickel and dark blue enamel totem type uniform cap badge "British Railways". Small 

enamel loss. Plus BR(E) fishtail type enamel and nickel badge "Porter". Also chrome and gilt 
examples of lion holding wheel badge and four LNER pencils. All mounted on board for display 
purposes. £10

676 IAN ALLAN LOCOSPOTTERS CLUB chrome and chocolate enamel pin fastening badge. 1" 
diameter, VGC. £10

677 IAN ALLAN LOCOSPOTTERS CLUB chrome and dark blue enamel pin fastening badge. 1" 
diameter, VGC. £10

678 IAN ALLAN LOCOSPOTTERS CLUB chrome and green enamel pin fastening badge. 1" 
diameter, VGC. £10

679 IAN ALLAN LOCOSPOTTERS CLUB chrome and maroon enamel pin fastening badge. 1" 
diameter, VGC. £10

680 IAN ALLAN LOCOSPOTTERS CLUB chrome and tangerine enamel pin fastening badge. 1" 
diameter, VGC. £10

681 IAN ALLAN LOCOSPOTTERS CLUB tin type button badge. 1" diameter, pink and white colour 
showing view of loco. Minor edge rusting. £10

682 MIDLAND RED silverplate medal awarded for the Directors' Cup football competition in 1952. 1" 
diameter with footballing illustration on front. Good condition. £10

683 MIDLAND RED. Enamel and gilt uniform cap badge "Senior Inspector". Red and black enamel, 
oval type, VGC. £10

684 MIDLAND RED. Enamel and brass uniform cap badge "Traffic Inspector". Red and black enamel, 
oval type, small chip and loss to enamel in centre. £10

685 MIDLAND RED. Enamel and gilt uniform cap badge "Inspector". Red and black enamel, oval 
type, VGC. £10

686 MIDLAND RED. Three different enamel and chrome uniform cap badges. Oval type design in two 
different styles, for "Driver" and "Conductor". VGC. (3) £10

687 CITY OF LEICESTER. Enamel and brass uniform cap badge. Blue enamel showing name with 
"946" in centre. Some cracking of enamel and small loss to the 6. £10
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688 GC & LNWR 24mm nickel uniform button showing company initials in script form. Froggatt 44/3. 
£10

689 BRISTOL TRAMWAYS & CARRIAGE COMPANY 24mm nickel uniform button showing company 
initials in script form. Plus LGOC 22mm nickel button showing "General" and 24mm nickel British 
Electric Traction Company button showing initials in script form. (3) £5

690 BUTTONS. Large quantity of GWR, LMS and BR buttons. Various types and sizes. Plus BR 
"Foreman" nickel badge and two G&SWR Railway Service badges. Also includes a BR "APT" tie. 
(Qty) £10

691 BUTTONS. Large quantity of GWR, LMS and BR buttons. Various types and sizes. (Qty) £10
692 Collection of BUTTONS. BR and pre-nat examples. Also includes a few union badges and a non 

working Railway Timekeeper brass cased watch (not working). £10
693 NSR circular brass paycheck "6 NSR". Good condition. £5
694 Seven brass PAYCHECKS. Includes five LMS Sheffield examples, BR(M) Sheffield and LMS 

Millhouses. All polished. (7) £10
695 Brass PAYCHECK "BR LMR St. Albans 120 MP". Plus North Western Railway (India) soldier's 

ticket and LNER WW2 "Railway Service" badge (brass with enamel loss). £5
696 NATIONAL COAL BOARD paycheck type "tally" from NCB Desford. Oval shaped, brass, with 

name on front and "1054" stamped into back. Good used condition. £10
697 WHISTLE. "Acme Thunderer" type chrome whistle. Initials "MRT" stamped into side. Good 

condition. £5
698 MIDLAND RED "Acme Thunderer" type chrome whistle. Initials "BMMO" stamped into side. 

Chain attached. VGC. £10
699 RAILWAY CENTENARY 1825-1925. Bronze commemorative medal celebrating the event. 2½" 

diameter, the front showing embossed image of Rocket and LNER loco, rear showing Stephenson 
and Edward Pease. Medal VGC, box fair. £10

700 NUR enamel and silverplate medal. Blue and red enamel showing name surrounding illustration 
of 4-6-2 type tender loco. 1" diameter, rear engraved to show presentation to member by the 
Frodingham branch in 1931. Slight wear to face, generally good. £10

701 Brass SIGNALBOX LEVER PLATE "27 from No.1 up reception road shunt over points 26 etc" 
with reverse showing "Shunt 85 136 or 134, 133". Ex-box condition. £10

702 SIGNALBOX INSTRUMENT IVORINE DESCRIPTION PLATE "38 Down M&SW Advanced 
Starting (Token for Grafton South)". Ex box condition. £10

703 GWR pocket watch. Face and back show "GWR 02961". Appears to be working. £10
704 LMS pocket watch manufactured by Limit. Rear stamped "LMS 16657". Appears to be working. 

£10
705 BR(S) pocket watch manufactured by RECTA. Rear stamped "BR(S) 5799". Appears to be 

working. £10
706 BR(S) stopwatch manufactured by Prestons Ltd. Rear stamped "BR(S) 6852". No winder, small 

crack to edge of face. £10
707 LNWR brass paperweight. Circular with ornate knob on top. Company initials stamped into base. 

£10
708 LMS brass PAPERWEIGHT. 2¼" diameter with company initials stamped into top. £10
709 MIDLAND RAILWAY earthenware inkwell. Company initials at top. BTC. £10
710 BR large size leather CASH BAG. Attached brass plate shows "Station Master No.2 Sheffield 

Vic". 18" x 11", good, well used condition. £10
711 BR leather CASH BAG. Attached brass plate shows "BR Wages Millhouses and Ecclesall". 11" x 

7", good, well used condition. £10
712 BR leather CASH BAG. Attached brass plate shows "BR Wages Dullingham". 12" x 7", good, well 

used, condition. £10
713 BR leather CASH BAG. Attached brass plate shows "BR Dullingham and Newmarket". 11" x 7", 

good, well used condition. £10
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714 LMS canvas CASH BAG. Two attached brass plates showing "from to Irchester Audit Office 
Derby LMS 49" and "BR(M) Irchester 59". 11" x 10", good, well used condition. £10

715 SR or BR(S) double sided brass cash bag label "Station Master Totton" with reverse showing "To 
Centralised Accounts Office South Western House Southampton Terminus". Plus another similar 
"Marine Freight Office South Western House Southampton Terminus" with reverse as per first 
example. Good condition. (2) £10

716 Six PULLMAN COMPANY plated cake forks. Each stamped with coat of arms at top of handle. 
(6) £10

717 Eight PULLMAN COMPANY plated fish knives manufactured by Maleham & Yeomans. Each 
stamped with coat of arms at top of handle. (8) £10

718 LONDON CHATHAM & DOVER RAILWAY teaspoon. Company initials stamped at top of handle. 
Good condition. £10

719 GWR DINING CAR silver plated sugar tongs manufactured by Elkington. 5¼" long with garter 
style title stamped at top of handle. £35

720 GWR HOTELS smaller sized silverplate soup ladle manufactured by Mappin & Webb. 7" long, 
coat of arms stamped into top of handle. £10

721 Two GWR Refreshment Department teaspoons. Company initials in two different styles at top of 
handle. Good condition. (2) £10

722 Six SR plated fish forks manufactured by Mappin & Webb. Each stamped with SR electric logo 
and image of EMU. (6) £10

723 SHEDPLATE 6C Croes Newydd. Appears ex loco condition. £30
724 SHEDPLATE 8H Allerton. Repainted front and back some time ago. £30
725 SHEDPLATE 9D Buxton. Appears ex loco condition. £30
726 SHEDPLATE 16A Nottingham. Front repainted. £30
727 SHEDPLATE 16B Kirkby in Ashfield. Repainted front and back. £30
728 SHEDPLATE 26A Newton Heath. Original letter ground off and "A" added in weld. Front repainted. 

£30
729 SHEDPLATE 26F Patricroft. Front repainted. £30
730 SHEDPLATE 50B Hull Dairycoates. Appears ex loco condition. £30
731 SHEDPLATE 55F Bradford Manningham. Front repainted. £30
732 SHEDPLATE 55H Leeds Neville Hill. Repainted front and back some time ago. £30
733 SHEDPLATE 60A Inverness. Repainted front and back. £30
734 Small sized brass loco WHISTLE. 9½" tall, 1¾" wide, believed ex LMS diesel shunter No.12034. 

Good original condition. £10
735 Four different brass LEVER COLLAR plates showing "Line Blocked", "Train Here", "Not in Use", 

"Train Waiting". Good used condition. (4) £10
736 MIDLAND RAILWAY small sized cast iron plate "MRy Co Builders Derby 1902". Oval, 4¾" x 3¾", 

embossed lettering, good condition. £10
737 L&NWR ticket nippers. Ticket incision part removed. Company initials stamped onto handle. £5
738 CLC carriage key. Company initials stamped on rectangular end piece. Good used condition. £10
739 NER carriage key. Company initials stamped on rectangular end piece. Good used condition. £10
740 NSR carriage key. Company initials stamped on rectangular end piece. Good used condition. £10
741 Three small METAL ITEMS. Door lock in brass stamped LNWR, steel and brass press stamped 

LNWR, brass ventilator (unmarked). Good used condition. (3) £5
742 CALEDONIAN HOTEL EDINBURGH fibre type key fob and deadlock type key. Fob stamped with 

name of hotel and room number. Used condition, minor damage to end. £10
743 SE&CR shield shaped horsebrass. 2½" x 2" showing company initials in script style. Minor wear 

to wax infill and new fastening added to rear. £10
744 L&YR oval shaped horse brass. 2" x 1½" showing company initials in capitals. Plus similar 

LY&LNW Rys example. Small loss to wax infill of first example. (2) £10
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745 L&YR oval shaped horsebrass. 2" x 1½" showing company initials in capitals in vertical format. 
Plus rectangular shaped L&NWR example with scalloped corners showing company initials in 
capitals. (2) £10

746 Two MIDLAND RAILWAY stud type horsebrasses, rectangular shape with scalloped corners, 
1&#8541;" x 1&#8540;" showing MR Co in capitals in horizontal and vertical format. Plus similar 
LMS example in horizontal format. (3) £10

747 GWR small sized cast iron plate "Loco Supt Testing House No.40 Swindon Works". Oval, 2¼" x 
1½", repainted. Plus L&YR brass paycheck "Wyre Dock". Good used condition. (2) £10

748 BR enamel doorplate "Travel Manager & Station Supervisor. Please Enter". Black lettering on 
white, 13½" x 3½", minor chipping around screw holes. £10

749 ENAMEL SIGN: "Warning - It Is Dangerous to Lean Out of The Cab When Passing Stations or 
Other Structures. When Necessary to Lean Out Be Careful". Red and white enamel, 9" x 3½", 
probably BR. Severe enamel loss around screw holes. £10

750 Plastic type WAGON PLATE "Empty to Whittlesea EB7". Black lettering on white, 4" x 3½". VGC. 
£10

751 SOUTHERN RAILWAY ashtray. 4" diameter with brown and green decorative design. 
Manufactured by Meakin. Good condition. £10

752 LNER KESWICK WARE ashtray. 4¼" x 4¼", manufactured by Meakin. Minor edge wear. £10
753 ANNETTS KEY. Brass, 5½" long, wax infill lettering shows "Ground Frame Key". Good used 

condition. £10
754 ANNETTS KEY. Brass, 5½" long, stamped "Day Siding GF". Very well used condition. £10
755 Steel KEY TOKEN for the Firbeck Junc - Tickhill section. Circular end, well used condition. £30
756 Brass KEY TOKEN for the Harworth Col - Firbeck section. Square end with central cut out. Good 

ex-signalbox condition. £30
757 Brass KEY TOKEN for the Firbeck A - Maltby South section. Circular end with central cut out. 

Good ex-signalbox condition. £30
758 Brass KEY TOKEN for the Woolley - Crigglestone section. Good ex-signalbox condition. £30
759 Brass KEY TOKEN for the Goxhill - Immingham section. Good ex-signalbox condition. £30
760 Brass KEY TOKEN for the Rose Street - Millburn section. Good ex-signalbox condition. £30
761 Brass KEY TOKEN for the Millburn - Nairn section. Good ex-signalbox condition. £10
762 Aluminium KEY TOKEN for the Lifton - Launceston section. End piece removed. £10
763 Aluminium KEY TOKEN for the Pyle East - Cefn Jcn section. End piece removed. £10
764 Aluminium KEY TOKEN for the Loudwater - Woodburn Green section. End piece removed. £10
765 Aluminium KEY TOKEN for the Colnbrook - West Drayton West section. End piece removed. £10
766 Aluminium KEY TOKEN for the Princes Risboro - Thame section. End piece removed. £10
767 Aluminium KEY TOKEN for the Southall East Stn - Firestone section. End piece removed. £10
768 Aluminium KEY TOKEN for the Cookham - Bourne End section. End piece removed. £10
769 Aluminium KEY TOKEN for the St. Dennis Jc - Drinnick Mill section. End piece removed. £10
770 Small sized framed and glazed SEPIA PHOTO showing platform view of Stanmore station circa 

1900. BTC. £5
771 Two GWR brass signalbox lever plates. "3 Down Outer Adv Start'g", "6 FPL For No.5 Nil or 5". 

Ex-box condition. (2) £10

Lots 772 - 789: Luggage, Wagon and Miscellaneous Labels
Luggage labels type codes, where quoted, are taken from the Railway Print Society publication "Pre-

Grouping Luggage Labels" which we gratefully acknowledge.
772 LNER circular pictorial luggage label "Royal Station Hotel York" in green and brown with illustration 

of the hotel in centre. Plus approx 60 luggage labels including examples from SR, LSWR and 
LMS & SR Somerset & Dorset Joint. (Qty) £10
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773 BRITISH RAILWAYS. Two circular pictorial luggage labels from "The Northumbrian". Blue and 
brown print showing A3 loco and train. Destinations Darlington, Newcastle Central. Plus four 
similar LNER Flying Scotsman train labels all to King's Cross. Also 23 Golden Arrow paper or tie 
on card labels. (Qty) £10

774 LYNTON AND BARNSTAPLE RAILWAY luggage label on pink coloured paper "from Lynton to 
Richmond via Barnstaple Town & Waterloo". £10

775 MANCHESTER SHEFFIELD & LINCOLNSHIRE RAILWAY type M11 luggage label Brigg. Plus 
four GCR larger sized "Passengers Luggage in Advance" labels on coloured paper via Liverpool 
(Cen) and Steamer to Bangor, Beaumaris, Menai Bridge, Llandudno. Plus GCR red print luggage 
labels to Banbury, Huddersfield, Halifax, Guide Bridge, Grantham. (10) £10

776 Four MIDLAND AND SOUTH WESTERN JUNCTION RAILWAY luggage labels. Manchester 
Central, Great Malvern, Stratford-on-Avon and Richmond. (4) £5

777 APPROX 400 luggage and routing labels. Various companies including CK&PR, NER, LNWR, 
LSWR, GER, GWR, SR, BR. Good variety, some duplication. (Qty) £10

778 PRE GROUPING. Approx 75 luggage labels from companies including Midland, Caledonian, 
G&SWR, GNSR, M&SWJR, Met & GC Joint, LNWR, NLR, GNR, Highland, LBSCR, NER. No 
apparent duplication. Plus approx 100 GER luggage and routing labels. Some duplication. (Qty) 
£10

779 LSWR. Approx 500 LSWR luggage labels. Various types, mostly on white paper, many 'from 
Waterloo'. Occasional duplication. (Qty) £10

780 SR. Approx 500 Southern Railway luggage labels. Various types although many 'from Waterloo'. 
Occasional duplication. (Qty) £10

781 POST GROUPING. Approx 250 luggage, routing and general labels including examples from 
GWR, LMS, LNER, BR. Some duplication. (Qty) £10

782 APPROX 40 luggage, routing and parcels labels including examples from GCR, GWR, Barry 
Railway, MR, GER, LSWR, LBSCR, etc. Occasional duplication. (Qty) £10

783 APPROX 90 UK and Irish luggage labels including examples from GER, GWR, LSWR, GNR(I), 
etc. No apparent duplication. (Qty) £10

784 ALBUM containing approx 140 luggage labels, mostly SR and LSWR but including a few 
Scottish companies and GWR. All attached by stamp hinges. Plus approx 40 BR whole and half 
Edmondson tickets including platforms. Also attached by stamp hinges. £10

785 ALBUM containing approx 275 luggage labels including examples from Caledonian Railway, 
GCR, HR, LBSCR, Met & GC, NBR, etc. No apparent duplication. £10

786 ALBUM containing approx 170 luggage labels from the GWR and its constituents. Various GWR 
types plus examples from Barry Railway, Cambrian, SDR, TVR, etc. No apparent duplication. £10

787 LYNTON AND BARNSTAPLE RAILWAY wagon label "from Barnstaple Town to Woody Bay". 
Unused. £10

788 APPROX 22 wagon labels. Mostly pre grouping with many Midland Railway examples. A few NER 
and private company examples also noted. Used. (Qty) £10

789 APPROX 100 wagon labels. Various private collieries and pre-nat companies although many 
GWR types noted. Almost all issued. (Qty) £10

Lots 790 - 832: Postcards
Reference numbers quoted for railway official postcards are from "The Official Railway Postcard Book" 

by John Alsop which we gratefully acknowledge.
790 GCR official card "The Priory Interior, Worksop. Worksop Station GCRy" (GC2517) showing B&W 

real photo view. Not postally used. £12
791 GCR official card "The Priory, Lady Chapel, Worksop" (GC2522) showing B&W real photo view. 

Not postally used. £12
792 HULL & BARNSLEY RAILWAY official card "Shipping Agricultural Machines at Alexandra Docks, 

Hull" (HB007) showing B&W view. Postally used 1907, stamp removed. £25
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793 GER official card (probably) "The Shotley Motor Bus" showing B&W view of open top bus and 
passengers on the Ipswich - Shotley service. Postally used 1905. £18

794 SOUTH EASTERN & CHATHAM & DOVER RAILWAYS official card "TS Onward SE&CR" 
(unlisted) showing montage of views including ship, flags, crew, etc. Unused. £15

795 SOUTH EASTERN & CHATHAM RAILWAY correspondence card "The Leas Shelter and 
Undercliffe Walks, Folkestone" (SE051). Postally used 1904. £20

796 GWR early intermediate size official card "Winchester. The Cathedral" (GW722) with B&W 
vignette and turquoise frame. Printed by PPC. UB. Not postally used. £20

797 GWR correspondence postcard "The Parade, Penzance" (GW480-5) showing B&W view of 
seafront. Postally used 1916. £18

798 GWR correspondence card "Clovelly Harbour" (Wyndham series) (GW2328-3) showing B&W 
view. Postally used from Paddington 1912. £10

799 GWR correspondence postcard "South Sands Tenby" (GW477) showing B&W view of seafront. 
Postally used 1914, dusty, minor wear. £18

800 GWR correspondence card "West Walk, Dorchester" (Wyndham series) (GW6499-1) showing 
B&W view. Postally used 1913. £10

801 GWR official card "GWR Ocean Express Leaving Fishguard" (GW163) from the "Port of Call" 
series. Not postally used. £18

802 GWR official card "Landing Mails, Fishguard Harbour Station" (GW162) from the "Port of Call" 
series. Not postally used. £18

803 GWR official card "Mail Tender" (GW156) from the "Port of Call" series. Not postally used. £18
804 GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY correspondence card "Scarborough - South Bay" (GN063) 

showing B&W view. Unused. £10
805 GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY correspondence card "Edinburgh, Princes Street, The Castle 

and Scott Monument" (GN058) showing B&W view. Unused. £12
806 LNWR official card "Oban" with small picture on front and full correspondence back 

(LNW925A-3004-1). Postally used 1907, minor edge wear otherwise OK. £10
807 BELFAST AND COUNTY DOWN RAILWAY official advertising card for the Slieve Donard Hotel 

(BCD002). Vertical format showing B&W photo view of exterior of hotel. Not postally used. £15
808 LONDON & SOUTH WESTERN RAILWAY SERVANT'S ORPHANAGE official cards. Boys 

in Yard (LSW014), Boys Gymnastic Squad (LSW016), The Dining Hall (LSW019), The Library 
(LSW020). Some postally used. (4) £16

809 Thirteen OFFICIAL cards including examples from GCR, LYR, GER, NSR and GWR. GCR 
examples from Immingham Deep Water Dock series. Most unused. (13) £10

810 NARROW & MINIATURE RAILWAYS. 26 B&W and colour commercial postcards showing views 
from various railways including RH&DR, Fairbourne, Rhyl Marine Lake, Ravenglass, etc. Various 
publishers, most not postally used. Plus six photos showing Wantage Tramway views and 67 
postcard sized photos show Welsh narrow gauge views post preservation. (99) £10

811 LNWR. Approx 100 B&W and colour official LNWR postcards from various series. Many loco 
views noted. Condition varies. (100) £10

812 APPROX 104 mostly LPC published B&W postcards showing views of LNWR locos. Not postally 
used. (104) £10

813 GNR. Approx 116 B&W and colour postcards showing GNR and a few M&GN locos. Various 
publishers including LPC, Wrench, Alpha, Ian Allan, etc. (116) £10

814 LNER set of four official cards showing views of the Hush-Hush loco (LNE315-318). Not postally 
used. (4) £12

815 LNER. Approx 90 B&W postcards showing LNER tank locos in LNER livery. Various publishers. 
(90) £10

816 LNER. Approx 90 B&W postcards showing LNER tender locos in LNER livery. Various publishers. 
(90) £10

817 LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcards showing LNER tender locos in LNER livery. Various publishers. 
(100) £10
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818 SR. Approx 100 B&W and colour postcards showing SR constituents locos in pre grouping livery. 
Various publishers including Pamlin. (100) £10

819 SR. Approx 54 B&W and colour postcards showing SR locos in SR livery. Various publishers. (54) 
£10

820 LMS. Approx 137 B&W postcards showing LMS and constituents tender locos mostly in LMS 
livery. Various publishers, includes a few modern examples. (137) £10

821 LMS. Approx 52 B&W postcards (including a few modern examples) showing LMS and 
constituents tank locos mostly in LMS livery. Plus 21 colour postcards showing LMS tender locos. 
Various publishers. (73) £10

822 GWR. Approx 136 B&W and colour postcards showing GWR locos. Mostly tender types. Various 
publishers. (136) £10

823 APPROX 45 mostly commercial cards showing colour loco views. Publishers include Tilling, 
Tucks, Ian Allan, LPC, etc. Condition varies. (Qty). £10

824 APPROX 170 B&W and colour commercial cards showing pre grouping loco views. Publishers 
include Tilling, F.Moore, Ian Allan, LPC, etc. (Qty). £10

825 APPROX 150 commercial postcards showing B&W views of locos including examples from MR, 
GWR, S&DJR, SR, BR. Many LPC issues noted. (150) £10

826 OVERSEAS. 23 B&W postcards showing overseas loco and station views. Mainly Canadian and 
French with a few from South Africa, Germany, India. Publishers include LPC, Fleury, etc. Some 
with plain backs. (23) £10

827 USA. 150 commercial cards showing B&W and colour views of USA railway locos. Various 
publishers. (150) £10

828 CANADA. 77 commercial cards showing B&W and colour views of Canadian railway locos. 
Various publishers. (77) £10

829 FRANCE & BELGIUM. 87 commercial cards showing B&W and colour views of French and 
Belgian railway locos. Various publishers. (87) £10

830 FRANCE. 73 commercial cards published by Fleury showing B&W views of French railway locos. 
(73) £10

831 APPROX 108 commercial cards showing B&W and colour views of European and overseas 
locos. Various publishers. (108) £10

832 APPROX 130 commercial cards published by Fleury showing B&W views of European railway 
locos. Many Swiss and German noted. (130) £10

Lots 833 - 886: Photographs
833 STATIONS. 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex Midland Railway stations, signalboxes, 

depots, etc circa 1920s - 60s. Reasonable quality. (100) £10
834 STATIONS. 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex Midland Railway stations, signalboxes, 

depots, etc circa 1920s - 60s. Reasonable quality. (100) £10
835 STATIONS. 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex Midland Railway stations, signalboxes, 

depots, etc circa 1920s - 60s. Reasonable quality. (100) £10
836 STATIONS. 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex Midland Railway stations, signalboxes, 

depots, etc circa 1920s - 60s. Reasonable quality. (100) £10
837 STATIONS. 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing stations in Scotland. Appear circa 1930s - 

60s. Reasonable quality. (100) £10
838 STATIONS. 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing a selection of station views all beginning 

with the letter S. Circa 1920s - 60s. Reasonable quality. (100) £10
839 STATIONS. 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing countrywide selection of station views circa 

1920s - 60s. Reasonable quality. (100) £10
840 DEPOTS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing depot views 1920s - 60s. Countrywide 

selection, reasonable quality. (100) £10
841 DEPOTS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing depot views 1920s - 60s. Countrywide 

selection, reasonable quality. (100) £10
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842 DEPOTS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing depot views 1920s - 60s. Countrywide 
selection, reasonable quality. (100) £10

843 DEPOTS. Approx 140 B&W postcard sized photos showing depots, stations, infrastructure and 
miscellaneous views circa early - mid 1960s. Varying quality, mostly OK. (140) £10

844 MIDLAND RAILWAY. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing Midland Railway locos in 
MR and LMS livery. Reasonable quality. (100) £10

845 MIDLAND RAILWAY. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing Midland Railway locos in 
MR and LMS livery. Reasonable quality. (100) £10

846 CALEDONIAN RAILWAY. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex CR tank locos in 
LMS and BR livery. Reasonable quality. (100) £10

847 LNWR. 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LNWR locos mostly in LNWR livery. Varying 
quality. (100) £10

848 GCR. 130 B&W postcard sized photos showing GCR locos in GCR, LNER and BR livery. Varying 
quality. (130) £10

849 LSWR. 120 B&W postcard sized photos showing LSWR locos mostly in LSWR livery. Varying 
quality. (120) £10

850 GNR. 120 B&W postcard sized photos showing GNR locos mostly in GNR livery. Varying quality. 
(120) £10

851 M&GNR. 150 B&W postcard sized photos showing M&GNR locos mostly in M&GNR livery. 
Varying quality. (150) £10

852 NER. 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing NER locos mostly in NER livery. Varying quality. 
(100) £10

853 APPROX 26 smaller sized early B&W photos showing loco views including examples from 
LBSCR, GWR, GNR and several unknown. Also six postcard sized B&W photos showing GWR 
loco 4073 on a transporter. (32) £10

854 GWR. Approx 65 B&W postcard sized photos showing GWR named locos including examples of 
Saints, Courts, Counties, Stars, etc mostly in GWR livery. Reasonable quality. (65) £10

855 GWR. Approx 80 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex GWR locos in GWR and BR livery. 
Varying quality, mostly OK. (80) £10

856 LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LMS locos in BR and LMS livery. 
Reasonable quality. (100) £10

857 LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LMS 2-6-0 tender locos in BR livery. 
Reasonable quality. (100) £10

858 LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LMS locos in LMS and BR livery. 
Varying quality, mostly OK. (100) £10

859 LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LMS locos in LMS and BR livery. 
Varying quality, mostly OK. (100) £10

860 LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LMS locos in BR livery in the early - mid 
1960s. Varying quality, mostly OK. (100) £10

861 LMS. Approx 170 B&W postcard sized photos mostly showing LMS tender locos in LMS and BR 
livery. Reasonable quality. (170) £10

862 LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos mostly showing LMS tender locos in LMS and BR 
livery. Reasonable quality. (100) £10

863 LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos mostly showing LMS tender locos in LMS and BR 
livery. Reasonable quality. (100) £10

864 LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LNER Peppercorn and Thompson 
Pacifics in LNER and BR livery. Most identified, reasonable quality. (100) £10

865 LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LNER locos in LNER and BR livery. 
Varying quality, mostly OK. (100) £10

866 LNER. Approx 125 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LNER tender locos in BR livery. 
Reasonable quality. (125) £10
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867 LNER. Approx 125 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LNER tender locos in BR livery. 
Reasonable quality. (125) £10

868 SR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex SR Bulleid pacific locos in SR and BR 
livery. Reasonable quality. (100) £10

869 SR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex SR locos in SR and BR livery. Varying 
quality, mostly OK. (100) £10

870 SR. 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing SR constituent company locos mostly in pre-
grouping livery. Varying quality. (100) £10

871 SR. Approx 150 B&W postcard sized photos mostly showing ex SR tender locos in BR livery. 
Reasonable quality. (150) £10

872 SR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos mostly showing ex SR tender locos in BR livery. 
Reasonable quality. (100) £10

873 INDUSTRIAL LOCOMOTIVES. Approx 100 postcard sized B&W photos showing mostly standard 
gauge industrial locos in various locations. Circa 1940s/50s. Reasonable quality. (100) £10

874 IRISH. Approx 40 B&W postcard sized photos (a few with postcard backs) showing Irish railway 
loco views. Railways include WL&WR, GNR(I), B&CDR, CB&SCR, etc. Reasonable quality. (40) 
£10

875 EAST AFRICAN RAILWAYS. Approx 140 B&W postcard sized photos showing EAR locos in 
Kenya in the mid 1970s. Varying quality, mostly OK, some duplication. (140) £10

876 APPROX 60 mostly larger sized B&W photos showing electrification works and equipment at 
locations including WCML and Woodhead. Many officials noted. (Qty) £10

877 APPROX 65 larger sized photos showing various rail subjects, mostly pre-nat, BR and industrial 
steam. Reasonable quality. (65) £10

878 Folder containing 18 BR(E) official B&W photos and their negatives. Various steam and diesel 
subjects taken in 1960 and 61. £10

879 APPROX 75 large sized B&W photos showing early - mid 1960s views. Countrywide selection of 
mostly steam views but several shots of DP2 diesel noted. Good quality. (75) £10

880 WELSH NARROW GAUGE. Approx 26 various sized photos and a few postcards mostly showing 
early views from narrow gauge railways in Wales. Includes examples from Festiniog, Corris, 
VofR, Welshpool, Snowdon. Many pre preservation views. (26) £10

881 IRISH NARROW GAUGE. Approx 14 various sized photos and a few postcards mostly showing 
views from narrow gauge railways in Ireland. Varying quality. (14) £10

882 Four ALBUMS containing approx 600 3" x 4" and larger B&W prints showing loco views at various 
locations in the late 1920s - early 1930s. Mainly moving shots at identified locations, many in 
Hertfordshire near Berkhamstead and between Potters Bar and Hatfield. Good quality. £80

883 GCR. Album containing approx 85 mostly larger sized B&W photos showing company locos. All 
identified and captioned, most appear to be official. £10

884 RAILWAY ACCIDENTS. Album containing approx 72 variously sized B&W photos showing 
scenes of the aftermath of accidents. All identified and captioned, some appear to be official. A 
few newspaper cuttings and photocopies of related material included. £10

885 APPROX 65 mostly postcard sized B&W photos showing views in and around Bradford Exchange 
station circa early 1960s. Attached to card, reasonable quality. £10

886 NARROW GAUGE & LIGHT RAILWAYS. Album containing approx 30 postcard sized and larger 
B&W photos showing minor and industrial railway views. Some appear official, all identified and 
captioned. A few related magazine cuttings and historical notes included. £10

Lots 887 - 922: Photographic Negatives and Slides
887 LBSCR. Twenty five 4¼" x 3¼" glass negatives showing LBSCR locos mostly in LBSCR livery. 

Various types, appear good quality. BTC. (25) £20
888 NSR. Fourteen 4¼" x 3¼" glass negatives showing NSR locos mostly in NSR livery. Various 

types, appear good quality. BTC. (14) £20
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889 GER. Twenty eight 4¼" x 3¼" glass negatives showing GER locos mostly in GER livery. Various 
types, appear good quality. BTC. (28) £20

890 GWR. Thirty 4¼" x 3¼" glass negatives showing GWR locos. Various types, appear good quality. 
BTC. (30) £20

891 G&SWR. Eighteen 4¼" x 3¼" glass negatives showing G&SWR locos mostly in G&SWR livery. 
Various types, appear good quality. BTC. (18) £20

892 LBSCR. Twenty five 4¼" x 3¼" glass negatives showing LBSCR locos mostly in LBSCR livery. 
Various types, appear good quality. BTC. (25) £10

893 GCR. Twenty six 4¼" x 3¼" glass negatives showing GCR locos mostly in GCR livery. Various 
types, appear good quality. BTC. (26) £20

894 PRE GROUPING. Thirty 4¼" x 3¼" glass negatives showing pre grouping locos from various 
companies including LNWR, M&GN, NBR, etc. Appear good quality. BTC. (30) £20

895 APPROX 40 4¼" x 3¼" B&W glass negatives showing industrial locos in the early 1960s. Many 
NCB types noted. Appear reasonable quality. All filed in separate packets and marked with details. 
BTC (40) £20

896 APPROX 40 4¼" x 3¼" B&W glass negatives showing industrial locos in the early 1960s. Many 
NCB types noted. Appear reasonable quality. All filed in separate packets and marked with details. 
BTC (40) £20

897 STATIONS. Approx 100 various sized B&W negatives showing station views circa 1950s & 60s. 
Countrywide selection although several Scottish noted. Appear good quality, all filed in separate 
packets and marked with details. (100) £20

898 STATIONS 30 large format B&W negatives showing 1950s station views. Variety of locations 
including smaller examples. All filed in separate packets and marked with details. Good quality. 
(30) £10

899 STATIONS 30 large format B&W negatives showing 1950s station views. Variety of locations 
including smaller examples. All filed in separate packets and marked with details. Good quality. 
(30) £10

900 STATIONS 30 large format B&W negatives showing 1950s station views. Variety of locations 
including smaller examples. All filed in separate packets and marked with details. Good quality. 
(30) £10

901 STATIONS 30 large format B&W negatives showing 1950s station views. Variety of locations 
including smaller examples. All filed in separate packets and marked with details. Good quality. 
(30) £10

902 APPROX 34 larger format B&W negatives showing station views in the 1950s. Countrywide 
selection, most filed in separate packets and marked with details. Appear reasonable quality. (34) 
£10

903 APPROX 100 B&W variously sized negatives showing late 1950s - early 1960s steam loco views. 
All separately filed and marked with details. Appear reasonable quality. (100) £10

904 APPROX 100 B&W variously sized negatives showing 1960s steam views. Varying quality. (100) 
£10

905 APPROX 65 larger format B&W negatives showing ex GWR loco and station views in the 1950s. 
Most filed in separate packets and marked with details. Appear reasonable quality. (65) £10

906 APPROX 60 larger format B&W negatives showing ex LMS and LNER loco and station views in 
the 1950s. All filed in separate packets and marked with details. Appear reasonable quality. (60) 
£10

907 APPROX 25 larger format B&W negatives showing ex SR loco views in the 1950s. Most filed in 
separate packets and marked with details. Appear reasonable quality. Plus 12 negatives showing 
1950s rolling stick views and 15 showing Irish railway views. (52) £10

908 APPROX 100 35mm and larger sized B&W negatives showing BR locos mostly in the 1960s. 
Countrywide selection although many ex LMS noted. Appear reasonable quality, all filed in 
separate packets and marked with details. (100) £20
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909 APPROX 100 35mm and larger sized B&W negatives showing BR locos mostly in the 1960s. 
Countrywide selection although many ex LMS and some ex GWR noted. Appear reasonable 
quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. (100) £20

910 APPROX 100 35mm and larger sized B&W negatives showing BR locos mostly in the 1960s. 
Countrywide selection although many ex SR noted. Appear reasonable quality, all filed in separate 
packets and marked with details. (100) £20

911 APPROX 100 35mm and larger sized B&W negatives showing BR locos mostly in the 1960s. 
Countrywide selection although many ex LNER and some BR standards noted. Appear reasonable 
quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. (100) £20

912 APPROX 100 35mm and larger sized B&W negatives showing BR locos mostly in the 1960s. 
Countrywide selection. Appear reasonable quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with 
details. (100) £20

913 APPROX 100 various sized B&W negatives showing pre 1948 LNER, SR and GWR locos. 
Appear good quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. (100) £20

914 APPROX 100 various sized B&W negatives showing pre 1948 LMS and SR locos. Appear good 
quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. (100) £20

915 APPROX 100 various sized B&W negatives showing pre 1948 loco views including examples 
from LT and Metropolitan, LNWR, CR, MR, NBR, Irish, IOM, IOW, etc. Appear good quality, all 
filed in separate packets and marked with details. (100) £20

916 APPROX 50 various sized B&W negatives showing pre 1948 LMS and LNER locos. Appear good 
quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. (50) £20

917 APPROX 60 various sized B&W negatives showing BR(M) locos mostly in the early 1950s. 
Appear good quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. (60) £20

918 APPROX 100 various sized B&W negatives showing BR(S) and BR(W) loco views circa mid 
1950s - early 1960s. Appear good quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. 
(100) £20

919 APPROX 100 large format B&W negatives showing 1930s - 50s steam loco views. Many GWR 
noted. Reasonable quality. (100) £10

920 APPROX 100 larger format B&W negatives showing overseas steam and electric loco views circa 
1950s. Appear European, not identified, reasonable quality. (100) £10

921 ALBUM containing approx 380 35mm colour slides showing BR modern traction circa 1970s - 
90s. Many classes represented, most reasonable quality. £50

922 APPROX 100 35mm colour slides showing steam and a few diesel loco views in the summer of 
1964. Locations include Nine Elms, Feltham, Farnborough North, Neath, Severn Tunnel Junction, 
Stroud, Basingstoke, Southampton Central, etc. Reasonable quality. (100) £50

Lots 923 - 929: Original Artwork
923 ORIGINAL WATERCOLOUR by G.S. Cooper showing 1960s view of buses at Salford bus 

station. 15" x 11". £10
924 ORIGINAL WATERCOLOUR by G.S. Cooper showing 1960s view of busy street scene containing 

Salford City Transport and Manchester Corporation double deck buses. 15" x 11". £10
925 ORIGINAL WATERCOLOUR by G.S. Cooper showing 1960s view of street scene containing 

Salford City Transport and Standerwick double deck buses. 15" x 11". £10
926 ORIGINAL WATERCOLOUR by G.S. Cooper showing view of Salford City Transport Daimler 

double deck buses against white background. 12" x 10". £10
927 ORIGINAL WATERCOLOUR by G.S. Cooper showing view of Salford City Transport Daimler and 

Leyland double deck buses against white background. 14" x 10". £10
928 ORIGINAL WATERCOLOUR by G.S. Cooper showing view of Salford City Transport Atlanteans 

against white background. 12" x 10". £10
929 ORIGINAL WATERCOLOUR by G.S. Cooper showing streamlined Coronation class loco 6221 in 

blue with matching coaches. 11" x 8". £10
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Lots 930 - 946: Unframed Carriage Prints
Series and issuing dates are taken from the book "Landscapes Under the Luggage Rack" by Greg 

Norden which we gratefully acknowledge.
930 GWR 8½" x 6½" coloured photographic type card: Cheltenham Promenade looking towards High 

Street. £10
931 GWR 8½" x 6½" coloured photographic type card: Bath. Roman Baths. £10
932 GWR 8½" x 6½" coloured photographic type card: Guernsey Petit Bot Bay. £10
933 GWR 8½" x 6½" coloured photographic type card: Lydbrook Welsh Bicknor. £10
934 GWR 8½" x 6½" coloured photographic type card: Dartmouth Greenaway Ferry. £10
935 GWR 8½" x 6½" coloured photographic type card: St.Mawes near Falmouth. One small edge 

fault. £10
936 GWR 8½" x 6½" coloured photographic type card: Sharpham on the Dart. £10
937 GWR 8½" x 6½" coloured photographic type card: Dartmouth Old Mill Creek. £10
938 GWR 8½" x 6½" coloured photographic type card: Dartmouth. £10
939 GWR 8½" x 6½" coloured photographic type card: Gap of Dunloe, Killarney. £10
940 GWR 8½" x 6½" coloured photographic type card: Oxford Sheldonian Theatre. £10
941 GWR 8½" x 6½" coloured photographic type card: Salisbury Plain. £10
942 GWR 8½" x 6½" coloured photographic type card: Warwick. The Castle. £10
943 GWR 8½" x 6½" coloured photographic type card: Jersey, St.Aubins. £10
944 GWR 8½" x 6½" coloured photographic type card: Newlyn, General View. £10
945 GWR 8½" x 6½" coloured photographic type card: Bath. Roman Baths IV. £10
946 FIVE CARRIAGE PRINTS. The Conway River and Conway Castle, North Wales - Go By Train 

to Conway by Lander, River Allen near Bardon Mill County Durham by L.R. Squirrell (creased), 
Tilbury Hailing Station by Francis R Flint (fold marks), Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk by F. Donald 
Blake (creased), St.Osyth Priory, near Clacton on Sea by FW Baldwin. (5) £10

Lots 947 - 993: Posters and Prints
(d/r = double royal, 25"x40", q/r = quad royal, 50"x40")

947 BR(NE) q/r poster "Service to Industry" showing Cuneo view of class 40 diesel loco at ICI chemical 
works at Billingham. Folded, small tape repairs on corners. £10

948 BTC q/r coloured pictorial poster "Progress" showing Cuneo view of the building of "Warship" 
class diesel loco at Swindon Works. Circa 1960. Folded, tape repairs at corners and edges of 
folds. £10

949 BR(ScR) q/r pictorial map type poster "Loch Lomond. See Britain by Train and Steamer" showing 
map of the region by Nicolson. Undated, folded, tape repairs to corners. £10

950 CUNEO q/r coloured pictorial poster showing Clapham Junction with EMU and signalbox. Folded, 
tape repairs at folds. £10

951 BR(E) q/r pictorial map poster "Norfolk". Circa early 1960s. Folded. £10
952 THE GREAT LITTLE TRAINS OF WALES q/r poster with map showing the various narrow gauge 

lines and colour views. Undated, probably circa early 1970s. Folded, edge and corner tears. £10
953 GREAT WESTERN ROYAL HOTEL d/r pictorial poster showing photo views of outside and inside 

of the hotel. Yellow and black print with B&W photos. Circa 1940s. Folded and creased, printing 
errors to one photo. £10

954 BR(ScR) d/r coloured pictorial poster "Loch Lomond - Daily Pleasure Sailings During the Season" 
showing view of Maid of the Loch by Alastair MacFarlane. Circa early 1960s. Folded, corner 
faults. £10

955 BR d/r coloured pictorial poster "Butlin's for your Holiday" showing illustration of girl and two 
boys by the swimming pool by Durman. Circa early 1960s. Folded, fold and edge tears. Pin hole 
damage in corners. £10

956 BR(M) d/r sized poster map "The Peak District of Derbyshire" with colour artwork by Reitz showing 
major sights. Circa 1961. Folded. £10
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957 BR(S) d/r coloured photographic and artwork poster "Arrive Earlier by Train on the Sussex Coast" 
showing artwork by Bromfield and Joseph McKeown photo of girl. Dated 1963. Folded and a little 
creased with small edge tears. £10

958 BR(S) d/r coloured photographic poster "Brilliant and beautiful Brighton & Hove - go by train" 
showing Joseph McKeown photo of girl. Dated 1961-62. Folded. £10

959 BR(W) d/r coloured pictorial poster "Bath in 1828 by the new steam carriage" showing Eric Fraser 
view of carriage in front of building. Dated 1960. Slight creasing, generally good. £10

960 BR(NE) d/r poster "Holidays on the North East Coast - its quicker if you go by rail" showing 
coloured map of area and illustration of tickets. Dated February 1961. Folded, edge tears at folds. 
£10

961 BR(S) d/r coloured photographic poster "Sunny Ilfracombe on Glorious Devon's Ocean Coast" 
showing view overlooking town. Dated 1961-62. Folded, tape repairs on rear. £10

962 BR(S) d/r pictorial poster "Visit Winchester Cathedral" showing brown and black illustration of 
cathedral by Lander. Dated 1978. £10

963 BR(S) d/r pictorial poster "Visit Salisbury Cathedral" showing green and black illustration of 
cathedral by Lander. Dated 1978. £10

964 BR(S) d/r pictorial poster "Visit Arundel Castle" showing blue and black illustration of castle by 
Lander. Dated 1978. £10

965 NETWORK SOUTH EAST d/r pictorial poster "Windsor by train" showing coloured view of castle 
by Edward Pond. Dated 1989. Slight creasing. £10

966 NETWORK SOUTH EAST d/r pictorial poster "Southend by train" showing coloured view of the 
regatta at Old Leigh by Edward Pond. Dated 1989. £10

967 SCOTRAIL d/r coloured pictorial poster "Loch Shiel by Train - Scotrail Highland Collection" 
showing view of loch by Brendan Neiland. Undated, circa early 1990s. £10

968 SCOTRAIL d/r coloured pictorial poster "Tain by Train - Scotrail Highland Collection" showing 
illustration by Brendan Neiland. Undated, circa early 1990s. £10

969 TRAVELLERS FARE published d/r photographic poster "Have you tried the snack bar half way 
across the Forth Bridge where you can buy burger and chips?" showing view of HST on bridge 
and child eating burger. Dated 1979. £10

970 BTC 30" x 20" coloured photographic poster "See Britain by Train" showing view of the Double 
Cube Room, Wilton House, Salisbury. Circa early 1960s. £10

971 BTC d/r system map. Red, blue and black print, dated 1957. Folded. £10
972 BR(W) d/r poster map "Western Region". Light blue, red and black coloured regional map. Dated 

1958. Folded. £10
973 BR(W) d/r pictorial poster advertising the "Green Arrow Service" for registered goods. Green, 

orange and black coloured showing drawing of Hall locomotive by Wolstenholme. Folded and 
creased, some wear. Undated. £10

974 BRB published d/r photographic poster "Inter City 125. It's the changing shape of rail" showing 
view of HST and listing journey times to Bristol, Cardiff and Swansea. Dated 1976. Small edge 
tears and creasing. Small loss bottom r/h corner. £10

975 Two different BR Inter City d/r coloured photographic type posters in the "See a Friend this 
Weekend" series, both showing young women waiting on the platform. One dated 1970 and the 
other showing fares from the Blackburn area. Folded and with corner damage. (2) £10

976 Seven modern BR d/r posters including Scarborough Spa Express, Big Value Superbreak, 
Clippercard tickets (2 different), International Air Tattoo Fairford 1985, Inter City to Europe by 
Jetfoil, Freightpoint by Freightliner. Most dated 1980s, minor faults to most. (7) £10

977 TALYLLYN RAILWAY d/r pictorial poster "Dolgoch Station" from original painting by Terence 
Cuneo. Undated. Folded and creased, small edge tears. £10

978 BELGIAN NATIONAL RAILWAY d/r colour photographic poster "By rail and sea to Germany 
via Dover - Ostend" showing view of Neuschwansteain castle. Undated, folded, tape repairs on 
corners. Plus BTC d/r poster advertising York railway museum, circa late 1960s. Folded and tape 
repairs at corners. (2) £10
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979 MALAYAN RAILWAY 30" x 20" coloured pictorial poster "Travel in Comfort by Malayan Railway" 
showing woman looking out of carriage by Charton. Circa 1950s. Slight creasing. £10

980 ISLE OF MAN RAILWAY 30" x 20" coloured pictorial map poster showing railway and bus routes, 
scenic views and coat of arms. Circa 1950s. Folded, scuffs on rear. £10

981 MANX ELECTRIC RAILWAY 24" x 20" poster for Snaefell and Ramsey. Colourful artwork showing 
tramcars and route. Circa 1950s. Folded. £10

982 BTC. Four reduced size versions of the BTC posters "British Transport Ships" showing 21 
illustrations of the ships of the fleet by Charles King and "British Railways Locomotives" with 
artwork by Wolstenholme showing most of the standard classes and electric and diesel locos. As 
issued in schools educational packs. (4) £5

983 CALEDONIAN RAILWAY 30" x 20" letterpress poster announcing temporary alterations to 
services due to the royal visit to the west of Scotland, September 1917. Red print, folded, fold 
tears and weak at folds. Tape repairs on rear. £10

984 GWR 20" x 15" letterpress poster "Private Road" announcing that the company private road will 
be closed on 31st March 1934. Folded. £10

985 BR(ScR) d/r letterpress poster announcing the withdrawal of passenger services from Grantshouse 
and Reston stations. Blue print, dated May 1964. Folded. £10

986 BR(S) d/r poster advertising excursion to Havant, Chichester and Bognor Regis from the Reading 
area. Green print, dated August 1950. Folded and creased. £10

987 BR(S) d/r poster advertising excursion to Brighton, Hove and Worthing from the south west 
London area. Red print, dated July 1948. Laid on linen, folded, some loss at folds. £10

988 NORTH OF SCOTLAND VIGILANTES ASSOCIATION d/r letterpress poster "Join MacPuff to 
save your railways". Part of the campaign to fight the Beeching cuts circa early 1960s. £10

989 STAFFORD & UTTOXETER RAILWAY time and faretable poster. 30" x 20", red and black print, 
dated December 1875. Fragile, edge tears and damage. Some restoration needed but a rare 
survivor. £10

990 GNR d/r timetable poster of ECML services and connections. Dated October 1862. Very poor 
condition, many tears and tape repairs front and back, edge and corner loss. Should be viewed. 
£10

991 BR(ScR) d/r timetable poster for Aberdeen and Inverness, Fraserburgh, Peterhead, Ballater and 
branches. Dated September 1958. Folded. £10

992 BR(E) d/r departure poster for Leeds Central. Dated March 1967. Folded. £10
993 Three magazine cutting type mounted adverts for various types of SPANGLES sweets. Each 

coloured, approx 13" x 5" in card mounts. Circa 1930s - 50s. (3) £5

 End of Postal Auction Section
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Lots 1001 - 1134: Books, Ephemera, Models and Hardware
1001 Box of hardback and softback books including European interest. £10
1002 Box of ephemera. £10
1003 Almost complete run of bound Railway Magazines from 1890s - 1980s. Various bindings, ex 

library. £10
1004 Quantity of railway and railway hotel menus and ephemera. £10
1005 Box of hardback and softback books. £10
1006 Box of ephemera including appendices. £10
1007 Quantity of BR(S) signalling notices. £10
1008 Box of ephemera including overseas interest. £10
1009 Quantity of bound Trains Illustrated magazines from the 1940s - 70s. £10
1010 Box of ephemera including appendices. £10
1011 Box of hardback and softback books. £10
1012 Box of ephemera. £10
1013 Box of hardback and softback books. £10
1014 Quantity of railway and railway hotel menus and ephemera. £10
1015 Quantity of DVDs. £10
1016 Box of ephemera. £10
1017 Box of softback books. £10
1018 Box of ephemera including WTTs. £10
1019 Box of softback books plus steam sound records. £10
1020 Box of ephemera including signalling interest and WTTs. £10
1021 Box of hardback and softback books. £10
1022 Box of BR(S) signalling instructions. £10
1023 Very large quantity of railway luggage labels. £10
1024 Box of ephemera. £10
1025 Box of Nottingham Division control office train graph cards for recording working of freight trains. 

Dated 1964. £10
1026 Box of BR signalling instructions. £10
1027 Box of Nottingham Division control office train cards for recording working of freight trains. Dated 

1963. £10

Alpha Lots
The following lots will be sold to the highest bidder as determined by the Auctioneers on 
receipt of the special “Alpha Lot Bidding Slips” handed in before the 1:00pm deadline on 

Saturday 18th January at Stoneleigh Park.
The bidding increments as defined in paragraph 4 of our Postal Auction Terms and 

Conditions of Sale apply also to this Auction.
The Alpha Lots Auction results will be known at around 2:30pm. An announcement will be 

made in the main auction hall. Lots must be removed by successful bidders before 3:30pm.
We regret that Alpha Lots are not available to postal bidders. Postal bidders wishing to bid 
on Alpha Lots should use the services of a proxy, who must pay for and remove any items 

successfully bid for on the postal bidder’s behalf, before the 3:30pm deadline.
A 12% buyer’s premium (including VAT) will be added to the invoice for all lots in the Alpha 

Lots section of this catalogue.
Please note: all Alpha Lots are sold as seen and are not subject to return.

The price shown in italics against each lot is the reserve.
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1028 Quantity of London Underground ephemera including WTTs. £10
1029 Quantity of DVDs. £10
1030 Box of ephemera including signalling interest. £10
1031 Very large quantity of railway (and a few non railway) tickets. £10
1032 Box of WTTs and appendices. £10
1033 Box of mostly softback books. £10
1034 Box of ephemera. £10
1035 Box of hardback books. £10
1036 Box of ephemera. £10
1037 Box of hardback books. £10
1038 Box of ephemera. £10
1039 Box of hardback books. £10
1040 Box of signalling related ephemera. £10
1041 Very large quantity of railway (and a few non railway) tickets. £10
1042 Box of ephemera. £10
1043 Box of hardback books. £10
1044 Box of ephemera. £10
1045 One BR and two LMS first aid boxes. £10
1046 Box of ephemera. £10
1047 Box of hardback books. £10
1048 Box of WTTs. £10
1049 Box of hardback books. £10
1050 One LMS and one LNER ambulance/first aid box. £10
1051 Box of softback books. £10
1052 Very large quantity of railway (and a few non railway) tickets. £10
1053 Box of softback books. £10
1054 Quantity of BR(S) Special Traffic Notices. £10
1055 Box of hardback books. £10
1056 One LMS and one LNER ambulance/first aid box. Plus an unmarked example. £10
1057 Box of hardback books. £10
1058 Quantity of RCTS published Locomotives of the GWR plus various books and ephemera. £10
1059 Quantity of bound GER magazines. £10
1060 Quantity of ephemera including bound SR magazines. £10
1061 Quantity of Ian Allan ABC type booklets. £10
1062 Quantity of rail and bus ephemera plus books. £10
1063 Box of hard and softback books. £10
1064 Quantity of PTTs. £10
1065 Box of GWR and Victory jigsaw puzzles. £10
1066 Box of WTTs. £10
1067 Box of mostly hardback books. £10
1068 Box of ephemera, rail and bus interest. £10
1069 Box of hardware items including cast iron. Plus Hornby O gauge train set. £10
1070 Small quantity of ephemera. Mostly handbills and signalling notices. £10
1071 Large quantity of LSWR wagon labels. £10
1072 Quantity of ex railwayman's ephemera in an old suitcase. £10
1073 Quantity of bound Trains Illustrated magazines dated 1940s - 60s. Plus bound Railways and 

Railway Pictorial magazines. Ex library. £10
1074 Quantity of bound Locomotive Railway Carriage & Wagon Reviews. Official bindings. Plus bound 

Locomotive Magazines. Ex library. £10
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1075 Box of railway plans, mostly old. £10
1076 Quantity of mostly pre-nat paperwork and rolled plans. £10
1077 Box of railway plans, mostly old. £10
1078 Box of WTTs. £10
1079 Quantity of Ian Allan ABC type booklets. £10
1080 Box of ephemera. £10
1081 Box of RCTS published books including Locomotives of the LNER. £10
1082 Box of booklets and ephemera relating to overseas railways. £10
1083 Box of mostly OS maps. £10
1084 Box of ephemera including early items. £10
1085 Box of softback books. £10
1086 Box of ephemera including rolled plans and early items. £10
1087 Box of hardback books. £10
1088 Box of ephemera including OS maps. £10
1089 Quantity of Industrial Railway Records and IRS publications. £10
1090 Box of ephemera plus a quantity of IRSE Proceedings booklets. £10
1091 Box of shipping related hardback and softback books. £10
1092 Large quantity of BR and overseas glossy leaflets from 1970s - 90s. £10
1093 Quantity of bound Railway Magazines and Electric Railway Society Journals. £10
1094 Box of BR PTTs. £10
1095 Box of mostly RCTS published books including Locomotives of the LNER. £10
1096 Quantity of maps. UK and overseas. £10
1097 Box of hardback books. £10
1098 Box of London Transport WTTs and similar publications. £10
1099 Box of hardback books. £10
1100 Box of overseas timetables. European and Australian. £10
1101 Box of hardback books. £10
1102 Box of BR PTTs. £10
1103 Box of softback books. £10
1104 Quantity of London Transport ephemera including maps and traffic circulars. £10
1105 Box of shipping related hardback and softback books. Mostly coastal and ferries. £10
1106 Quantity of folders containing loco and rolling stock drawings and related information. £10
1107 Box of hardback books. £10
1108 Box of BR PTTs. £10
1109 Box of bus and tram related hardback and softback books. £10
1110 Box of ephemera including PTTs and Special Traffic Notices. £10
1111 Box of hardback and softback books. £10
1112 Box of USA railroads employee (working) timetables. £10
1113 Box of hardback and softback books relating to shipping, especially coastal and ferries. £10
1114 Box of BR and earlier WTTs and PTTs. £10
1115 Box of softback books including industrial interest. £10
1116 Box of miscellaneous items including maps and overseas timetables. £10
1117 Box of hardback books. £10
1118 Small quantity of signalling related items including track plans and instructions. £10
1119 Box of hardback and softback books. £10
1120 Two large folders of early railway paperwork. Variety of companies inc. smaller undertakings. £10
1121 Box of hardback books including industrial and canal interest. £10
1122 Box of ephemera and miscellaneous items including Railway Pie and Locomotive Express 

magazines plus photo albums and ABCs. £10
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1123 Box of hardback and softback books including industrial and shipping interest. £10
1124 Box of ephemera. £10
1125 Small quantity of Ian Allan ABC type booklets. £10
1126 Box of ephemera and photo albums. £10
1127 Small quantity of books, colour slides and DVDs. £10
1128 Small quantity of early bound Railway Magazines including volume 4 January - June 1899 in 

original green bindings. £10
1129 Quantity of maps, some ex timetable including Cambrian Railway and American railroad 

examples. £10
1130 Box of ephemera. £10
1131 Quantity of maps and plans. £10
1132 Box of ephemera including signalling instructions. £10
1133 Quantity of plans and diagrams. £10
1134 Box of overseas WTTs and PTTs. European and Australasian. £10

Lots 1401 - 1427: Photographs, Slides and Negatives
1401 Box of photos and negatives. Steam and diesel subjects. £10
1402 Box of approx 1400 35mm colour slides showing buses. £10
1403 Quantity of 35mm B&W negatives. Various rail subjects. £10
1404 Large quantity of 35mm colour slides showing various rail subjects. £10
1405 Quantity of photo albums showing UK and overseas steam. £10
1406 Approx 350 35mm colour slides showing BR diesels and electrics. £10
1407 Album of approx 300 35mm colour slides showing modern diesel views. £10
1408 Approx 275 variously sized B&W negatives showing 1960s British and European steam £10
1409 Box of postcards and photos showing industrial, narrow gauge, shipping and BR loco views. 

Mostly modern including Pamlin Prints. £10
1410 Approx 700 35mm colour slides mainly showing overseas subjects. £10
1411 Approx 1000 postcard sized photos showing steam subjects. £10
1412 Quantity of 35mm colour slides. Many preserved (including main line) but also some modern 

diesel views included. £10
1413 Approx 1000 postcard sized photos showing steam subjects. £10
1414 Quantity of large sized glass negatives showing pre grouping locos. Probably official. Plus a 

quantity of early paperwork, mostly acts. £10
1415 Approx 1000 postcard sized photos showing steam and diesel subjects. £10
1416 Approx 1000 35mm colour slides mainly showing overseas subjects. £10
1417 Approx 1000 postcard sized photos showing steam and diesel subjects. £10
1418 Quantity of glass lantern slides. Appear official. £10
1419 Box of colour and B&W photos. UK diesel and steam subjects. £10
1420 Quantity of 35mm colour slides showing 1980s diesel loco and DMU views. £10
1421 Quantity of B&W and colour photos plus a few books. £10
1422 Quantity of 35mm colour slides showing 1980s diesel loco and DMU views. £10
1423 Large quantity of copy negatives, many showing pre grouping locos. £10
1424 Quantity of 35mm colour slides showing 1970s and 1980s diesel loco and DMU views. £10
1425 Large quantity of 6" x 4" B&W photos showing pre and post grouping loco views. All sorted into 

companies. £10
1426 Quantity of B&W photos plus a few negatives. £10
1427 Quantity of B&W photos showing loco and station views. £10

End of Auction
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Routes to the Auction
By Road from M40 Motorway
• Leave the M40 at Junction 15 and take the A46 dual carriageway towards Coventry.

• Follow the signs for National Agricultural Centre or NAC Stoneleigh Park until you see 
signs for Stoneleigh Park. Follow these signs to the Stoneleigh Park main entrance on the 
B4113.

By Road from M6 or M69 Motorways
• Leave the M6 at Junction 2 and take the A45 towards Warwick. If you are taking the M69, 

continue onto the A46 in the direction signposted for Warwick and M40.

• Follow the signs for National Agricultural Centre or NAC Stoneleigh Park until you see 
signs for Stoneleigh Park. Follow these signs to the Stoneleigh Park main entrance on the 
B4113.

By Road from Northbound M1 Motorway
• Leave the M1 at Junction 17 and take the M45 towards Coventry.

• Stay on the M45 until you see signs for A45 Coventry, not the earlier signs for the A45 to 
Daventry. Join the A45 and continue along it until you can take the A46 towards Warwick.

• Follow the signs for National Agricultural Centre or NAC Stoneleigh Park until you see 
signs for Stoneleigh Park. Follow these signs to the Stoneleigh Park main entrance on the 
B4113.

Railway Stations
Coventry 4½ miles, Leamington Spa 4¾ miles, Warwick Parkway 6 miles. All these stations 
have taxi ranks. A vintage bus service for the benefit of auction visitors has been arranged to 
run from Coventry station (see below for details).

Vintage Bus Service from Coventry Station
A vintage bus in Midland Red livery has been arranged to run an hourly service to the auction. 
Nominal departure times from Coventry station to the auction are 8, 9, 10 & 11am, but with 
variation for actual train arrivals. The bus will depart Stoneleigh for the station at 2, 3, 4 & 5pm. 

On Site at Stoneleigh Park
The main entrance to Stoneleigh Park is on the B4113. Inside the main entrance there will be 
a signpost showing the direction to the auction. From the main entrance follow Avenue M (the 
main road onto the site) until you get to the Warwick Complex. If you are driving a car, please 
proceed on to the signposted car park for the auction. Stareton Hall where the auction is held, 
is on 10th Street, which is the turning off Avenue M next to the The Warwick Complex.

Future Postal Auction Dates
The next auction will be on view at Stoneleigh on 12th April 2014 and quality items are now 
being accepted for this Sale and for future Sales in July and October 2014. Please see the 
organisers for information and advice.
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Advertisement

If you are interested in the lots in this 

catalogue you should attend the premier 

events for transport collectors.

 Lots on offer for every collector.

 Many leading dealers and private traders in attendance.

Books. Many out-of-print and hard to find titles.

Official Publicity. Big 4, pre-grouping and bus companies.

Transport ephemera. Including handbills, luggage & wagon labels.

Tickets. Wide range of old and not-so-old transport tickets.

Photographs & Postcards. Large selection of transport subjects.

Collectables. Selection of small railway and other items.

JANUARY 4th 2014 11:00 – 15:00
CHISWICK TRANSPORT COLLECTORS' FAIR
CHISWICK TOWN HALL, HEATHFIELD TERRACE, LONDON

APRIL 5th 2014 11:00 – 15:00
BURTON ON TRENT TRANSPORT COLLECTORS' FAIR

(REPLACEMENT FOR THE STAFFORD COLLECTORS’ FAIR)

BURTON ON TRENT TOWN HALL

JUNE 7th 2014 10:30 – 15:30

BRACKNELL TRANSPORT FAIR
BRACKNELL & WOKINGHAM COLLEGE, CHURCH RD, BRACKNELL RG12 1DJ

Quality events from TOBAZ PROMOTIONS

Organisers: Tony Hillman & Barry Jones 020 8274 0811

http://www.tobaz.co.uk




